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personally speaking

liberty is the Ra:ptist 's heritage, our m~t
SOUL
distinctive principle, perhaps our only distinc-

tive principle. So says Dr. Robert R. Soilea'll; In
. his third and final article for the Arkansas BaptisA
~ these days when so much thought is given tp Newsmagazine. See " Case for Soul Liberty~!!·
·
the decor of our surroundings, we need to b~ ginning on page 6.
!I<
!I<
!I<
reminded that the chief worth of books is not orna,.,
m~ntal. Merely closing the gap in
T WAS September, 1941, when the pastor of 'a
a book shelf with "three vqlumes
Pocahontas church resigned to assume leaderin red buckram' ' closes no gaps
ship
in the development of an institution of higher
in knowledge.
·
learning
for Northeast Arkansas. It was Ma~h,
As the colJ,ntry observes N a1963,
when
Dr. H. E. Williams learned• that Soutll~
tional Library Week (April 21-27)
ern
Baptist
College at Walnut Ridge had been a~
it might be profitable to recall
credited
by
the North Central Association. Rea~
again the words 'of dour Old ~ark
Thomas
A,
Hinson
's ''Tribute to a Leader,'' p!fg{IF.f
'fwain: ''The man who does not
18-19.
~
read good books has no advantage
IRWIN li.
over the man who can't read
~~< '
~~<
~~<

~4'-' -1 ~

I

"61

I

I

no

them. ''
.
YOU suffer fr~m "Grudgitis" f It's a di$'~
''All t~a~ Ma~kind h.as don~, thought~ 9am~d
ease that may cause death anq can never cause
or been: It IS lymg 'RS m magic preservation. m better living. Read J. I \ Cossey's recommendet{
the pages of Books,. They are the chosen possession cure in his ''Middle of the Road ' ' column on pag~
of m.e n, '' said C~rlyle.
. ";' ,
.
15.
In similar vem, Descart.es said: ' Readmg good
~~<
~~<·
~~<
books is like having a conversation with the highly \
worthy persons of the past who wrote the~; i~- CULLENDALE'S First Church is o~e of five hj
deed, it is like having a prepared conversa~IOn m
the Convention to receive the highest award of.
which those per~ons disclose to us only theu best the Baptist Sunday School Board in Sunday:
thinking."
.
.
School work. The Sunday School workers are pi(l:i
George Dawson has said that a gre~~ hbrary ttu·ed on page 8.
contains the diary of the human race.
!I<
!I<
!I<
Kingsley~ said: ''Except a living man there is
.....othing ~ore wonderful than a book I a message to
HREE Arkansans are among the 21 new f.or-;
from , . , human souls we neveti saw . . . And
eig:q.
mi~sionaries appointed this month; lrof.
vet these arouse us, terrify us, teaci1 •us, comfort
full
details,
turn to page 9.
. open their hearts to us as brothers.''
Benjamin Franklin, who established the na- .
lion's first public library, described as "the prin- .
eipal support· of virtue, m;o rality and civil liberty:
Bible and a newspapei· in every house, a good
MEMBER :
Southern ·Baptist P reas Au'Jt
ehool in every district-all studied and (Ppre~iA'llsoclat ed Church Preolls,
:Evangelical Preas Ass'n ·
ted as- they merit.''
. · ' . .
.
But as ·P aul declares , m 1 Cormth1ans, chapter
~
: : Knowledge passes away. Few books continy.e
April 18, 1963
Vol. 62, Number :i~
circulation long years after they first appear.
Editor, ERWIN L. MCDONALD, Litt. D.
~ omeone has pointed out that of all 'the new b~oks
Associate Editor, MRS. E. F. STOKES
ublished in 1859, the five still to be found fn 1959
Field Representative, J. I. COSSEY
~ere: Darwin's Origin of th~ Species; Dickens'
Secretary to Editor, MRS. HARRY GIBERSQN
ale of Two Cities;\ Eliot 's Adam B ede ; Mills'
Mail Clerk, MRs. WELDON TAYLOR.
Essay on Liberty, .and Tennyson's Idylls of the
401 West Capitol
Little Rock, Arkansa9
K reg.
.
Published weekl y except,, on · J uly 4' and December 26.
Second-class postage paid' at Little Rock, Arkansa~.
Let us read more good books, and read the Individual nubscr!ptlon,
.2.26 per year. Church ·B udget, 14 cents per month
or $1.68 ·per year per church family. Club plan (10 or more ' Paid
('()(} Book more.
I

I
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.

THE righteousness of the perfect shall direct.
his way: but th~ wicked shall fall by his own wickedness (Prov.erbs 11 :5).

Crime of. non-payment
i~

that failm·<' to pay taxes
one crim<'
I ofT tlw l.uul<'rworlcl
"up with \\'hich" the GovernH<'<'llls

ment ''will uot put.''
According to press reports, federal raids descrihed as "the laJ'g<'st hi the history of the enforC<'lll<'nt ,of federal gambling laws" have been
unleashed on "notoriou~ 'suburban Chicago horsehetting syndicate operations.''

and local law officers to crack down on g-nmhlmg.
And in Chicago, as in Hot Springs ami Arktmsa::;,
law enforcement officer::; have been notoriously lax
in crackiug clown.
But the la~t straw in Arkansas may turn out
tp be, as in Chicago, tax evasion. It is signj~icant
tliat Internal Revenue· Service agents were flown in
from Illinois, Michigan, and \Visconsin to take
part in the Chicago. raids, and that a tioted advocate of legal gambling in Hot Springs-State S('nator Q. Byrum Hurst-was indicted here in Arkansas for tax evasion at a9out the same tinie.
·w on 't it be ironic if the crack-down on Arkansas gambling which _ha's been winked at so long by
Hot Springs and ~rkansas state' officials comes
from · "outsiders "-'-and from tax collectors at
that!

· Three hundred federal -agents are reported to
hnve moved in a swift and secret operation April
t•
t
!1 ou 33 bookmaking locations._ As a result, more
than 60 ~u~pects were hauled before a special night WHO will be elected the next president of the
f<'deral grand jury awaiting them, at the United ·
Southern Baptist Convention T This is the
State~ Courthouse in Chicago. Questionj.ng and question in the minds of many and on the hearts of
"::;turly of truckloads of wagering records" is said not a few, as the time for the Kansas City Conto have gone on till near mid~ight.
y(mtion, with its ele~tion of officers, draws u~ar.
A glance at the distinguished roster of those men
B<'lieved to have a direct tie-in with the raids
who have served as Convention presidents reveals
was a one-day visit to Chicago by Attorney General
that the chances are about five to one that the next
Roh<'rt F: Kmi'uedy less than a . month prior to .the
president will be a preacher and not a layman.
J'aids- ou March 23. At that time Mr. Kennedy is
Six of the 31 presi<tents have been 'laymen, serving
::;aid to have held closed-door conversations with ·
a total of 25 years. Only two laymen have been ·
James P. O'Brien; ·u. S. attorney in Chicago, and
elected in the last half 9entury- Pat M. Neff
;,,·ith Chicago officials of the Federal Bureau of
(1944-46) and Brooks Hays (1958-59)- arid there
. Investigation and other federal law enforcement
does not seem td be any o~erwhelming conviciJer::;onnel based in the ·w~n~y City.
tion among our people that it''s time again for a
layman
president. This, plus the fact that far more
'rht> Cbicng·o raid~:~ bring to mind the announce-·
nll'nt by 1\Ir. l,(etmedy in a new~:~ conference during of the m~ssengers·to the Convention will be preachhis Chicago visif that .t he nation's assault on ers than laymen, pretty woll points to another
gambling· would lll' stepped up. in coming months. preacher for president.

El

'd

eC tng a preSt en

.

.

In our Baptist democracy, anyone can nominate
l n' hJ~ Chieng-o remarks, tlw, Attorney General
or {)(' nominated for president, aud the me~::~sengcrli
fo<•n:-;P< 1 pa rtiruln J' ('Ollc<'rn on organized gambling
lw<'mJ.sp of thP pnrt it plays in fimmciug "a greut will do the electing. Considering the high office to
be filled, caucusing and campaigning arc ahout as
Yll l'it>ty of utlwr ::;o-t•alletl Myllllicated rrimiual ac.,
out' of plac<' here as 'they \\·ould he in the calling
th·it h's. '' ·
of ·a preacher to he the pastor of ,a church. F ar
Tlw Chi<'Hg'O sittmtion.liHI" mnd1 iu eom1~1011 with 1~10re appropriate is it f<;>r all of us to pray fo1· the
till' Hot Hp1•ing·:-; :-;itnntiou. ln Chirugo, u~ in Arkan- guidance of the Holy· Spirit in tlw st>lt•ction of onr
su:-;, oJ·g-uui;~.ittion:-; hm;t' nppt>alNl for yNtr~ to sh~te lH'Xt ( 'om·eutiou iJresi<ll'ut.- EL)l
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when the supreme court made its untimely d~lsion. This decision has \
thrown a dark shadow over our country-• shaltow that may continue to
darken untU all brotherly love between
races vanlshes.
The fa,et, blindly ignored by many of
our publtc!!ottons, is that I some of our
.;.
• · nations lea!ters in their lu!!t for power
~
------------~~.. are stooping so low as to woo colored
people by placing them on a false
pedestal.
I AM back at my desk and meeting
More power to you as you explore
What hurts, stuns and amazes me is
.,. classes again after a brief enforced further the vossibilities indicated by the for a person in your position to be, so
Y8Cation in the hospital.
issues of the paper which you have sent ignorant of the facts of colored and
One of the values of my slowing down t o me. Please put me on your mailing white relationsht'p as to end yo u r "Perf • a eouple of weeks was the oppor- . l ist and send m"" the bill. I need the sonally Speaking" c0 I umn, "Old SoI •
refreshment that comes from your per- diers Hom"''
t.Di...,
... artie! e as speakt'ng of th e
1 to read carefully the two issues
"
ceptiveness as editor.-Gaines S. Dob- color"d
a ce as the "desptse
· d race. "
.! ...
our
paper
which
you
sent
me.
To
"
r
1
bins, Golden Gate Baptist Theological (Page 2• ou r Iss
· u e of Apr1'I 4·] E VI·
UJ' that I am gratified at your venture,
to put it mildly. Always there are Seminary, Strawberry Drive, Mill Val- · dently you are completely unaVllf,l'e of
major concerns of good journalism-· ley, Calif. ,
the true feelings of Southern whiteslleW& and ideas. Journalistically, the two
REPLY: Thanks-, Professor Dobbins. We . therefore unqualified to judge them as
are inseparable. What happens begets are happy to add you to the mailing iespising the colored people as a race.
Ideas; ideas cause things to happen.
list. Keep on being professor to liS with I believe it would be to your advantage
an occasional suggestion. We are greatly to study the ways of average peqple
Denominational ownership of our Bap- in your debt.-ELM
rather than taking an unrealistic, ideal: papers has almost inevitably made
istic, and lofty look at us. You might
diem tend toward being denominational
fi,nd that our feelings are· Christian, our
'-lletins. Promotion is of course needful The Phelps ad4ress
aims high, but our means different in
alld is a proper function of the reliTHANK you very much for sending achieving helpfulness, r e s p e c t, and
IPDUS press. However, overemphasis. on
me the copies of the Arkansas Baptist Christian love toward our colored
JnlllOtion cail bring about a consc1ous Nel"smagazine. Several faculty members -friends.-J. G. Allen, III, Bradley,,
DDConscious slanting of the news and
1 opinion. The paper lacks reader inhave dropped in to state that they
~Bat when the 'reader is made aware appreciate getting to see this very fine
:llat he is being propagandized, even issue [Issue, March 21 %-Harley Fite, Still a Baptist
dloagh innocently and for a good pur- President, Carson-Newman .College, JefALLOW me to speak from the back
.-e.
~erson City, Tenn.
seat. I have branded myself as a fundamentalist until I read Dr. Soileau's
The circulation of a single Baptist
article in this week Arkansas Baptist.
JiaPel' reached a high mark in the soIF POSSIBLE, I would like a copy of [Our issue of April 4] Fum;lamentalist,
eaDed Whitsitt controversy. There de- the March 21, 1963 issue of your good in my opinion, believed that one must
wloped a theory of circulation based on paper for the excellent article by Dr. be right in order to live right, while
-aroversy-attack, and win subscrib- Ralph Phelps on "Academic Freedpm the Liberalist believed that one· must
es! "Contend · earnestly for the faith .. ; and Academic Responsibilities."-D. C. live right to be ·right. But Dr. Soileau
--=e for all delivered ... " Contention for Martin, Pastor, • Saint _Rest Baptist says that "fundamentalism is a- negative
aatention's sake is of course poor Church, Route 2, Dubach, La.
movement." Does' this mean that it is
;..malism. At the same time to cry
a
religion of "don't" instead of "do"?
REPLY: Glad to co~ ply with your '
JIMCe when there is no peace is equally
He also says that "The object of faith
request.-ELM
-- journalism.
becomes- the information instead of the
God who is to have given the informaOar people need the news but they
tion." Does he mean that the fundamen'Feelings are Christian'
need to be exposed to new ideas.
talist has a presuppositional belief and
e are prone to forget that Baptists of
AS a Christian living in the South I
past majored on revolutionary ideas. am becoming more . and more resentful searches for· scripture to confirm his
-nese ideas were Bible based but ~hey of articles advocating social integration belief? This must be it because he also
sharply across ecclesiasticism and of the colored and white races. I am says; "Curiously, the Spirit always con· · n. Baptists today stand for some sure that there is more real brotherly firms the fundamentalist's presupposi1
·
tbe most revolutionary ideas in our. love between the two races in the South tions."
mlture. It may lie trite but it is tru.e than in the North-but this love must
If this is fp.ndamentalism, I'm not a
this is a Baptist !lay around the . be as older brother to younger brother fundamentalist. I'm a Baptist. I'm wait-'d. Yet we may spend our strength (as muci;I so as our colored people here ing for his next article, "The Case
forfeit our opportunity by dealing would b~ older brother to the aborig- Against Liberalism," If the case against
much with the obvious and too little ines). In other words, there are entire- liberalism is any worse than the one
the significant.
ly too many social adjustments to be against fundamentalism, I'll still be a
Baptist.-C. R. Cantrell; Glenwood.
Pennit me to suggest that you seek made between the races to expect more
and opinions from the rank and human beings to overcome them in less
than ~enerations.
.
'
_ DOt just from "leaders!' At the
Our colored and white Christian lead- Grateful for poetry
~ I am trying to get across to my
I AM indeed grateful to see re-prints
in leadership the imperative neces- ers' responsibility should be .to' lead
of getting back to the New Testa- their people to know the fact that no · of May Harris Gray's poems in' our
• eoneept of group-centered leader- race or nation ever raised itself a sta- state paper. · ,
How grateful we are for Chris.tf11n
Dr. J. B. Gambrell used to say: tion in life excf,!pt by the sweat of jts
poets. They can say more in less words
Baptist pot ·boils from the bottom." own brow.
After years of poverty and some un- than any one in the field of Christian
are not hearing enough from the
Christian neglect the South was begin- writing, and those whom I know, say it
roots. Our people in the ranks are
more thinking than ~e give them ning to make great strides in bettering the loudest with their Christian living.
·for.
its educational facilities for the negro -"Beano," Waldron

the people SPEAK

b
'Baptist pot boltS rom Ottom'
f

8 ,1 963

)
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Clarion call for liberty

ase foP soul liberty
BY ROBERT R. SOILEAU Member (J/ Faculty, New Orleans S~minary
.

I

T

H:m chroniclers of history have begun to take note "salvation for an,•: "the sovereignty of the soul iD
of the clarion .call for liberty in Baptist history. religion," and the absolute and unquestioned authorIn time we shall, no doubt, find them taking even ity of Christ over the conscience and over all life..
greater notice of this historic Baptist position: Im- Soul liberty, this is J:our heritage. It is our mo
portant as are o.ther ideas 'held dear by ' Baptists, distinctive principle. It may well be our ,only disnone looms so Jarge in their history as their love tinctive principle.
1
for liberty. It deserves. greate'r emphasis in our pub-,
Lest one misunderstand, soul liberty must be
lications than it has heretofore received.
contrasted with freedom as it was understood in that
For the most , part, the sixteenth and se.venteenth historical movement of the eighteenth century known
centuries in EngJ.and were periods when natiomi.I a-s the Enlightenment. The Enlightenment was the
leadership forbade more than one religious confes- movement of the mind toward autonomy. It was
sion. The leaders of the nation required all subjects · man's effort to find hill)self. Ironically, man in
to be united under one religious banner. Ecclesiasti- search of himself usually ends up in an illusory
cal policy forced all parishioners into church mem':' dream of grandeur. Unaware of this illusion, man
bership. Soon it became customary to speak <>f too· in the Enlightenment, pressed the limits of freeCorpus Christianum (the whole of Christianity). dom. Th'is was thought to be necessary since sociaL
Perhaps the unity of culture better expresses the1 in- political, scientific, and religious progress depended on the ..free inquiry of the mind. T,hus, freedom
tent.
.
~
. ··
Against this regimentation of mind and heart became license inviting a daring spirit. Man was
arose the Separatists' cry against oppression. Out of challenged to think "big." Creed, tradition, and custhis experience came the Baptist call for soul lib- tom gave way to a new age of progress. Unbridled
erty. With the Separatists, they came to. say, "It is freedom was its. watchword.
contrary to the will of Christ that the area of the'
By. contrast, soul liberty meant that the limits
church should be fixed by the area of the land." of freedom were set by God. A man was free, but it
Thus, th~ .principle of soul liberty was the cry of the was not unbridled freedom. Liberty was not to be
soul for freedom under God, freedo~ fro~ the op- found in any theory of right or wrong, nor was it
pressions of ecclesiasticism. Those stalwart dissent- to be found in any inalienable right of man. Since
ers knew that priestism had seldom touched any- it was soul liberty, freedom would be found in the
thing without corrupting it. In its place, they sought creative, redemptive revelation of God. Accordingly.
a Christian society seJf-contained, rigidly self-gov- freedom must always be limited by the revelation of
erned, and strenuously independent of govern.ment God.
and ecclesiasts. Accordingly, Baptists have accept· Since our Baptist forefathers antedate the Ened the saying of the philosoph~r Lotze that "mech- lightenment, soul liberty is not rooted in that philosanism is everywhere essential, btit everywhere sub- ophy. Rather it is rooted in ·theology. Certainly, reaordinate."
·
son, historical criticism, and -the data of· scienc:Through the· years, Baptists have contributed lit- . were not ignored by our Baptist forefathers. Man.J
tle to the methods of ecclesiastical machinecy ex- of them employed these tools ·as servants in tbl
ct;!pt to show how immeasurably -~nferior methods search for truth, never masters. .Isolationism wu
and machinery are to intrinsic conviction, personal never their goal. The perspective of history, and t
faith, and devotion to ideals. As the great John Clif- searching of the mind, enabled them to test theil
fOrd ·once reminded, "An Ignatius Loyola, vast as faith by the wisdom of the ages. Andrew Full~
was his innate power of attracting and commanding could carry on an intelligent incisive debate wi
men~ could not have thriven on Baptist fare. The wonEnglish Deism, help save Baptists from the deatl
. derful genius of the founder of Methodism could nev- throes Qf hyper-Calvinism, and contribute immeuer have reared his beneficient structure on our prin- urably to the revival of foreign missions. Will'
ciples." Knowing how often organizations have be- N. Clarke could bring his fine intellect under su..
come the iron sceptre of the theological or ecclesias- reverent discipline as to set forth with remarka
tical despot, Baptists must continue to curb ma- clarity a theological system that lives even to r
chinery lest they r-isk freedom to act as the seul hour. E. Y. Mullins could take the emph~sis upexperience in Schleiermacher and reinterpret it
would dictate.
When General Baptists began life in the first and the light of biblical . revelation and thus keep air
~econd decades of the seventeenth century, they bea vital chord in any doctrine of soul liberty. ...
gan under the magnetic spell of the doctrines of doctrine of liberty could not have survived had the
"liberty -of co?science," "freedom to worship God," and others succumbed to scholasticism and obsca:
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- which so often are the Achilles heel of

of the Cooperative Program. Cooperation is a byproduct of .Uberty. Yet, a thin line separates coThere are those in our time and among our operation and coercion. There is pres~ntly grave
- ........-urho have lost sight of this historic principle. danifer that Southern Baptists will substitute a ·rna•
Hindered by the lack of historical perspective, they j.ority vote . for soul liberty. What a tragedy that
falaely assume tliat certain parochial ideas are a would be, for the Christian church is not a democraof the main stream of Baptist hi~tory and ey. It is a theocracy. The Lordship of Christ takes
ht. Hence, they speak of Baptists as 'having al- 1 precedence over every Baptist dignitary. The rna- believed thus and so. Little do they know that jority has as much chance of being wrong as it has
· ·e annals of Baptist history are filled with' theo- of being right. The French naturalist Rousseau once
QKieal diversity or that this diversity was possible · said, "The voiee tof the people is the voice of God."
:uause the doctrine o~ soul liber,ty left men free to Should ;Baptists follo'f the fallacy of that logic, they
dissent without division.
'could be .guirty of substituting coercion for cooperaHow could a student of Baptist history overlook tion, conformity for liberty, majority opinion for
those episodes of theological diversity? Consider the will of God.
.
IIICh controversies as John Bunyan's argument
· Our forefathers taught that God. works through
qainst baptism as the door to the church as over spiritual persua.j~ion rather than through coercion.
~st the argument advanced. by William Kiffin
Roger Williams ~is a good example at this point. His
- bo felt just as strongly that it was not only the writings indic;:ate .that he felt men should be free
-OOr to the church but also to the Lord's .table. Re- to pursue their own destiny at their own risk. There
'lew the open versus closed communion controversy were those who disputed his position, even as there
~tween Robert Hall and J osepq Kinghorn. Said
are those who presently dispute it, but Williams inKinghorn, "The law of Christ does not allow per- sisted that to force a creed upon a man was tantasons not baptized to come to the Lord's table." mount to "rape of the soul."
Let those who are charged with the responsibility
Whiie Robert Hall countered by saying, "Reflect on
the enormous impropriety of demanding a greater of setting forth Baptist principles take stock of this
aniformi~y amongst the candidates for admission truly ·historic Baptist po.sition. Let them remember
into the church militant than is requisite \or union John Clifford's warning, "We are not and cannot
with the · church ~riumphant ._ . and of mvesting become, a mere ecclesiastical corpo.ration without
every little Baptist teacher with the prerogative of disloyalty to the creative ideas and .living convictions
repelling from his communion a Howe, a Leighton, or which gave us birth." For, said he, "Liberty of cona Brainerd, whom the Lord of glory will welcome to science is not a phrase, but incarnate in men it is a
His presence. Transubstantiation presents nothing force, and one of the most efficient in history. It
more revolting to the dictates of common sense." springs from the value and possibilities of the inFinally, ponder the open membership controversy. dividual man, and cannot cease in its creative and
Alexander Maclaren ministered· to the church in reforming form till it permeates all lif~individual,
Manchester where open membership was practiced. political, social, and international-and · fashion.s it
William Landels, William Brock, Charles Spurgeon, in obedience to the great principle of soul freedom."
and John Clifford helped. found the present London
May the day never come in Baptist life when disBaptist Association which accepted open member- sent is costly, when, if one ventures toward the borsbip churches into fellowship.
der of dissent and the practice of freedom . in judgSouthern Baptists have preserved the doctrine of · ment and faith, he may expect to be pursued with
aoul liberty in a unique ~way through the advent; · unrelenting bitterness and unscrupulou,s hostility.
·~...___._

The .Bookshelf

pen sketches. Much of the book was written in his cabin in 'the woods.
·

'nlree Hear the Bells, by Alice Le~ Hum-

If You Ask Me, by Mary Hope, Zonder. van, 1963, $2.50
·
The only way to overcome the fallibility of man's adv.ice · is to go to the
only infallible source of answers to' life's
questions--the Bible, says the author.
A West Coast newspaper columnist,
~iss Hope deals with personal problems, prO'blems with others, marital and
parental problems, problems with children and teenagers, etc. '

phreys, Funk & Wagnalls Co., 1963, $3
This is a collection of hitherto unpublished stories presenting finely wrought
portraits of children, their. parents, their
1eachers. It is the fruit of ·the author's
n.st and diverse experience With pupils
who have revered her first as their "MisfiT Girl," tnen their "Miss ·Alice" for
more than a generation and a half. It
is alight with humor and glows with
the unique wisdom of a dedicated teacher.
Refledions, by Harold E, Kohn, Wm.
B. Eerdmans, 1963, $3.95
The author ha$ provided here n'e arly
essays, · reflecting upon the human
aDd natural worlds of which we all are
bers, ,and has illustrated them with

APRIL 18, 1963

The Ca!Jtles and the Crown. by Townsend Miller, Coward McCann, 1963,
$6.95
'
Thia historical novel reveals · Queen
Isabel as the genius back of the rise
of Spain out of chaos. The book teems
with dramatic events, such as the conquest of Granada, the discovery of the

New World, medieval battles, royal intrigues and , bouse-parties, poisonings,
shipwrecks, imprisonments, abductions.
Sweeping through its pages is a gorgeous procession of . characters--emperors and popes, kings and queens and
cardinals and chancellors and,.archduchesses.
Prayer, Its Deeper Dimensions, a Christian Life Symposium, Zondervan,
1963, $1.95
.
The thirteen contributors to this symposium expose the shortcomings and im~
practicalities of much praying today and
offer positive suggestions for growth
·in the practice of prayer.
The Mat~e · Christian, by A. Morgan
Derham, Revell, 1961, $2.50
The multiple quandaries and discouragements of everyday life are probed by ·
·
Mr. Derham.
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rkansas All Over. -----------~--::~:L"!"!!
~ ..
OBC ·rifle team tops
ecognition ·for Cullendale

OUACHITA College's rifle team retained its supremacy in the state for the
sixth consecutive year by taking the
five-man team championship trophy in
final shoulder-to-shoulder matches re-

J

'

ce~tly.

The Ouachita team fired a total of
1,888 compared to 1,873 for Arkansas
State of Jonesboro, 1,853 for Henderson
State Teachers, and 1,802 for Arkansas
Tech. The final match of the year gave
Ouachita a winning total for the .'year
of 14,905 points compared to secondplace Henderson with 14,884. Henderson had led by 14 points going into the
·final shoot.

Calvary Association
E. E. Bobne, Missionary
SECOND church, Searcy, has called
John Easmon. He will move on the field
thl! first of May.
REV. GENE Lewis has accepted the
pastorate of Morton Church.
•

\I

FIRST ROW: Mayo Horne, gen1wal superintendent; Robert A. Parker, pastor,·
'drs,1Cecil Gray, Nursery J; M1·s. J. B. Cross, Nu1·se_·r y II; Mrs. Mary Deaton, Nurse?'Y
III;' Mrs. Robert McAllister, Nu1·se1'Y IV-A,' Mrs. Buddy Hoopm·, Nursery IV-B.;
Mrs. Bruce Colvert, Beginnet·l; Mrs. Horace McElhanon, Beginner II; W. R. Oliver,
associate superintendent; C. J. Holiman, Jr.,, min-ister of music & education;
SECOND ROW LEFT TO RIGHT: Mrs. Frank ¥orris, Primary I; Mrs. Dale
Walthall, Primary 11-A, Mrs. J. C. Van Meter, Primary 11-B; Mrs. Edgar Heinley,
Primary Ill; U. L. Atkison, Junior I; Mrs. Curtis Laney, Junior II;
. ,
THIRD-ROW LEFT TO RIGHT: Wendell Beard, Inte1·mediate I; Harold Hand,
Inte1·mediate II; Dave Bush, Young People I; Mrs. Winfred Key, Young People
II; Mrs. · C. C. ·McGee, Extensionj
FOURTH ROW LEFT TO RIGHT: B1·uce Colvert, Adult II; L. W. Young,
· Adult Ill; Mrs. ·c. J, Holim-an, Jr., Adult I; E. E. Downs, Extension
FIRST Church, Cullendale, ·h as received the highrast recognition awarded
by the Baptist Sunday School Board in
Sunday School work.
The Advanced Standard recognition
has been earned by the church after
months of work in building stanqard
departments, classes and groups. To -date,
qnly four other churches among 30,000 in1
the .Convention have attained this recognition.
Rev. Robert P,arker, pas.tor, and C. J.
Hollman, Jr., minister of education, have
led the officers, teachers and members
in 1 the program of work as co-laborers.
The basic requirement for a church,
to meet in Sunday School work to attain
Advanced Standard recognition is that
the school shall attaip. the general
Standard of Excellence and that seventy-five percent of the. departments shall
attain department standard recognition.
A standard department must have at
~east fifty percent _of its classes (!Jl'
groups) standard.
Standard reco~nition is worthy for it
helps a church put spiritual emphasis
and organizational efficiency as teammates.
J'.a e Eight

Proper standard w.ork is pupil centered and puts emphasis on Bible teaching, worship; training and visitation.
"Congratulations to this church in the
Camden area, First · Church, ·cullendale,
which is the first church .in Arkansas
to attain this honor in 1963," said Lawson Hatfield, Sunday School superintendent for the State Convention. "It
is gratifying to see one of the largest
and strongest churches in the state has
proven the· possibilities and values of
doing Advanced Standard work."-Repor.ter

Current River Ass'n.
FIRST Church, Success, was host to
the associational hymn sirtg Mar. 31.
An inspiring Easter program waa presented by the association choir and primary choirs, and featured a solo by Mrs.
J. B. Huffmaster.
Rev. J. B. Huffmaster was the choir
and congregational 1 e ad e r and Miss
Lynda Ruth Goff pianist. Rev. Basil
Goff read the scripture. Mrs. Goss is
associational music director.

THE Tigerettes of Ouachita College
climaxed a dramatic comeback . by capturing the consolation title (third
place) of the National Women's AAU
Basketba11 Tournament by trimming
Ohse Mea·t s of Topeka, Kan., 41-39, in
the finals at St. Joseph, Mo., Frid·a y
night, April 5.

Coming Revivals
GRAVEL RIDGE First Church, Apr.
21-28 Leroy_ Hogue, pastor, ~econd
Ch1Jrch, Vernon, Tex., evangelist; Fred
Ferguson of Oklahoma . City singer.
HIGHWAY Church, North Little Rock
·Apr. 29-May 4; assisted by Jack Livingston of First Church, Gravel Ridge
SECOND Church, Jacksonville, Apr.
28-May 5; Rev. ~ene Welch, /pastor
evangelist; Ed . Walker of Levy Church,
North Lit~le Rock, singer.
SECOND Church, Monticello, May 2025; Red Johnson, singer; Bill Lewis,
evangelist.
EARLE Church,· Ark. 28-May 5; Rev
Morris Smith, pastor of First Church,
Morrilton, evangelist; :Ed Sann, minis
ter of music and youth of Hillcres
Church, Arlington, Tex., music director.
SECOND Church, Jacksonville; Apr
28-May 5; Ed Walker of Levy Church
singer; Gene W. Welch; pastor, ev~nge
list.
BEECH STREET Churcli, Texarkana·
Apr. 21-28; Jarry Autrey, pastor, Wood
ridge Church, Houston, Tex., evangelist
Steve Taylor, Gre~nville, S. C., singer
EDITOR of Arkansas Baptist New
magazine Erwin L. McDonald was re
cently installed as Arkansas state pre
ident of the American Associa.tion for th
United Nat~ons.
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Hollis

=

· n of First Church, Green
called Rev. Perry Hollis of
as pastor. Mr. Hollis began
with the mission April 7.
JDOYing to Springdale, Mr.
was pastor of Hayes Church,
:..., for f our a nd one-half years.
a ~uate of Southwestern SemF _ Worth. Mr. and Mrs. Hollis
:.x children.
Sardis Bever is pastor of the
-aim" church.

_ Ben Elrod, pastor of South Side
Pine Bluff, has been elected
pes:.:~t of the ' Arkansas alumni asbOn of Southwestern Seminary.
lll!GH Hairston has resigned as minof education and youth at Fil"st
Crossett, to accept a similar
- ·n with First Church, Bastrop, La.
assumed his new <tuties Apr. 6. (CB)
.OBERT Hall has accepted a call to
_ Tabernacle, Little Rock, as minister
1
education. He assumes his duties
4firiaUy Apr. 15, but to assist the Levy
Bdl. which he is leaving and which
without a pastor, Mr. Hall started
The Tabernacle during its revival
:-. 7 and returned to Levy -for . the
week of Apr. 15-21 to help during its
ftWi¥&1. (CB)
EVERETT Denton of Meridian, Miss.,
- aecepted a call as pastor of Monroe
~h, Arkansas Valley Association.
Jlr. and Mrs. Denton and family will
ove to Arfansas · tlfe latter part of
April. (DP)
EMMANUEL Church, Harrison, rem:atly ordained two deacons: Robert
Hickman and Joey Paul. .
GRAVE'I;TE, Benton County Association, has called as pastor Gene Box,
formerly of Decatur, who has recently
completed Midwestern Seminary.
MANILA Westside Church, Mississippi
County Association, is adding a new
aarsery and. pr-imary room to its educational building. Thurlo Lee is pastor.
CB)
I

EVANGEpST Paul McCray reports
for the seven and one-half months since
he resigned as pastor of Grand Avenue
Church, Fort Smith, he has conducted
ZO revivals in 12 states, two df them in
pioneer mission area~. Mr. McCray has
assisted in preparation for 11 areawide crusades and will be conducting
three of these this year, in Mississippi,...
South Carolina, and Virginia.
CALVARY Church, Little Rock, is
ltolding a month-long spring evangelism
program each Sunday morning and eveDing through April. Rev. Reuben q. .Setliff, interim pastor, is preaching. Witnessing teams have been visiting· for the
program.
G. C. EMERSON, a member of 'w esson
Church, ' Liberty Associ11-tion, was ordained a deacon :tdar. 24.

Arkansans to serve abroad

MISS KATHARINE WELDON (left) -and D1·.' and M1·s. J. L. Wilson, newly
appointed Southern Baptist jo1·eign missiona1·ies,. join in a handclasp symbolic of
thei1', Uja?'tne?·ship in the wo1·ld mission task.

MISS Katharine Weldon, nursing instructor at Arkansas Baptist Hospital
and Dr. J. L. Wilson, native of Star
City, were among the 21 new missionaries appointed Apr. 9 in the sem$-annual full meeting of the Southern Baptist Foreign Mission .Board,\ in Richmond,
Va.
Miss Weldon is the second registered
nurse appointed by the Board for medical mission work in Mexico. She will
serve at the Baptist Hospital in Guadalajara. Dr. Wilson, now pastor of Michigan Avenue Church, Kansas City, and
his wife were appointed for Thailand.
Dr. Wilson earned his doctorate in world

ROBERT Crockett resigned h~s pastorate of Kingsland First Church effective Mar. 3. Mr. Crockett has served
the church for 14 months. He is a
student at Ouachita ·College.
FOUR students at Southern College
made all A's for the first. semester· according to Dean Woodrow Behannon:
Mrs. Norma Clayton, Tuckerman. freshman; Norma England, Hardy freshman;
Laverne Lamb, Sedgwich· sophomore;
and Sue Teague, Turrell so~homore.
REV: NORMAN E. Lerch, will he one
of 40 pastors to preach in a simultaneous revival in Aiaska, Oct. 20-Nov. 3.
A portion of his expenses will be paid
by his church, First Church, Booneville.
The ·invitation to preach came from the
Home Mission Board's Evangelism Coinmission.

Christianity in the expectation of teaching in a theological school overseas.
Miss Weldon has taught at Arkansas Baptist Hospital since last fall.
Daughter' of a Baptist minister, Miss
Weldon was born in Abilene, Tex., and
grew up in various towns in Texas and
New Mexico. She attended the Carlsbad
extension center of New Mexico State .
University and Southwestern Baptist
Theological Seminary, Fort Worth, Tex.,
and graduated· from Hendrick Memorial
Hospital School of Nursing and Hardin-Simmons University, both in Abilene.
Dr. Wilson attended the Junior College of Kansas City, Mo. and the University of Kansas City and graduated from
William Jewell College, Liberty, Mo.,
and Southern Seminary, Louisville·. He
was fellow in the seminary's department of missions. and comparative religion for five years.
Mrs. Wilson, the former Alice Gardner;
is the daughter of Dr. E. Norfleet
Gardner, a Foreign Mission Board member from North Carolina, and granddaughter of the late Dr. W. 0. Carver,
who earned the title of "Southern Baptists' elder statesman in world missions"
during the long years he taught missions
and comparative religion at Southern
Seminary. Several of her relatives are
now serving or have served as Southern
Baptist foreign missionaries. She graduated from Westhampton College·• of the
University of Richmond and Carver
School of Missions and Social Work,
Louisville (named f<lr her grandfather).
Dr. and Mrs. Wilson have two daughters, Debbie, five, and Beth, three.
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Ouachita professor

Revival statistics
BLYTHEVILLE, First Church, W.
0. Vaught,. evange~ist; Mrs. Jake
Shamburger, soloist; J:ames :S. Johnson,
singing director; .11 for baptism and 6
by letter.• (CB)
WELL'S Chapel, Mississippi County
Association, Haros · W. William·s, evangelist; 9 for baptism; 5 by letter.
WOODLAND CORNER, Mississippi
County Association; W. C. Cooper, evangelist; Kyle Lollar, singing direc.t or; Joe
Gallaher, pianist; 10 for baptism, 25
rededications; 1 surrendered life to
special Christian service. (CB)
COLE Ridge, Mississippi County Association; Henry AJ)plegate, evangelist;
Johnny Payne, song leadei'; 5 by letter;
6 fot: baptism.
·

DR. FINI.€Y M. CHU

DR. Finley M. Chu has been named
professor of economics and chairman of
the Department of Economics at Ouachita College, D;r. Ralph A. Phelps, Jr.,
president, has · announc~ .•
Dr. Chu has taught economics and
business administration at Oklahoma
Baptist University since 1956 and has
served as a department head and director of the evening college. He is coauthor . of the textbook Principles of
Economics published by Pitman of New
York in 1959.
A nativ~ of ·China, • D~. Cbu holds
master-of-arts and doctor-of-philosophy
degrees from the University of Wisconsin, 'llnd master-of-religious education
and doctor-of-religious education degrees from) Southwestern Seminary, F~.
Worth.
After earning his B.A. in 1946 from
Central Institute of Political Sciences
in Nanking, he left Nationalist China
to study in the United States. When
his country was overrun by the Communists, he remained in the U.S. and
became a naturalized citizen in January,
1962. .

Dr. Chu is married and has a fiveyear-old daughter.

BUENA VISTA Church, Camden;
Mar. 31-Apr. 6; Dr. Maurice Hurley,
evangelist; Eddie Rettstatt, music director; 3 additions for baptism.

MISSION BECOMES CHU
With a membership of 150, South
Missio•n., Booneville, became an
pendent church in speoial re~)rn•an.iza~· l
t~onal services recently. Rev. E. G.
A YOUTH-LED revival at Maple dell, who has served as mission
Avenue Church in Stuttgart, arranged since. May, 1!>60, is pastor of the
by the Student Department, State Con- church. The mission was organized
vention, had Larry Taylo~ of Ouachita January, 1954, by First Churcft, Boone,.
as preacher; Jim Greer, recent graduate , ville. The new church has been placed
of Arkansas Tech, as singer; and Re- . on the mailing list of the ARKANSAS
bekah "Mizzell of Arkansas Baptist Hos- BAPTIST NEWSMAGAZINE for the
pital as pianist. '.('here were fou~ a~di- three-mo'n.th trial subscription. offered
tions to ,the church by professiOn of new churches in the convention. ·
faith. Harold Taylor is pastor of the
·
church.

McCrory calls Snyder

·FIRST Church, Altheimer; Rev. Morris
Smith, pastor, First Church; Morrilton,
evangelist; Frank Johnson, ·music director, Lee Memorial Church, Pine Bluff,
singer; 7 professions of faith and many
recommittments.

TRINITY Church, Memphis, Mar. 2481; Billy Waiker of Walnut Ridge, evangelist; Veo Gray, &Inger; 21 by baptism;
21 by letter.

RAYNOR Grove Church, McCrory,
has called
Byron
Snider as pastor. Mr.
Sn1der is a sophomore at Southern
College,
Walnut
Ridge. He is a graduate of Leachville
High School. He is
active in the local
Baptist . Student Union and Ministerial
A s s o c i a t i o n at
Southern C o 11 e g e,
MR. SNYDER
where he· is a member of the college choir.

News about missionaries

North Pulaski Association

GOODWIN Church, Mar. 24-81; Rev.
Don Reed, pastor, revivalist, assisted by
Rev. and Mrs. Benton Roberson, of Chattanooga, Tenn., missionaries among the
deaf; 1? for baptism; 3 by letter.

REV. and Mrs. Ernest L. Hollaway,
Jr., Southern Baptist missionaries to
New· libraries opened
Japan, returned · to the States March
NASHVILLE-Two Arkansas church- 16 on medical furlough. They may be
es registered new libraries with he · addressed, c-oW. M. Daily, 3124 Caruth,
church library department of the Be.p- Dallas 25, Tex. Mr. Hollaway is a native
tist Sunday School Board, Nashville, of Norman, Ark.; )Irs. Hollaway is the
during February.
·
former Ida Nelle Daily, of Arkadelphia,
Arkansas churches where new .librar- Ark.
REV. and Mrs. Douglas E. Kendall,
ies are located and the pastors and
Southern Baptist missionaries to Central
librarians are:
)
Africa, have begun evangelistic work in
Freeman Heights Church, Berryville, Broken Hill, Northern Rhodesia, where
R. E. · Fowler, pa•s tor, and Miss Ulena they recently moved from Lu11aka. They
Fowler, librarian; .Gaines Street church, may be addressed at Box 416, Broken
·Little Rock, Marvin Jones, pastor, and Hill, Northern Rhodesia, Central Africa~
1
Mrs. Lelia Tedford, librarian.
He is a native of Worcester, Mass.; she
A total of 60 libraries in 17 states is the former Katherine Kerr, of Batesvilie, Atk.
was registered in February.
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CHARLES Hill has resigned as minister of music and education at First ·
Church, Jacksonvilie,. to accept the same
post with First Church, Wynne.
Robert Hall, minister of music and
education of Levy Church, has resigned
to become minister of education. for the
Tabernacle, Little Rock.
/.
Bayou Meto Church has Robert , C.
Shannon as its new pastor. Licensed
for two years he was ordained Mar. 24,
and left Second Church, Jacksonville,
as music and education director.
First Church, Gravel Ridge, ·is enlarging its ·auditorium and installing
central heating and cooling. ·
Crystal Valley Church has called Theo
Cook, recent graduate of New Orleans
Seminary.
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eo.rtship, Marriage and the Home

e democratic family
What democracy means as a description of a family system can
nnaghly spelled out in four words-Freedom, independence, equality,
fwlfiUment."-David R. Mace

to meet a powerful challenge
his manhood.
This democratic way brings
into focus the family council.
Whether it simply comes about
in informal ways, or is carried on
in systematic procedure at stated
times and set in ritualistic framework, the family . council is indispensible to smooth operation .
"It was during dessert that
they got back to Saturday plans.
Then it seemed that nearly everybody already had some sort' of
plan. Cathy wanted to have a
friend over to play. Nicky thought
they ought to get ahead on the
tree house. Ed wanted to go on a
bike-and-hike trip with some of
the fellows. Hester had housework and some special cleaning on
her mind, and Nick Senior· was
- all , for taking the whole family
for a drive and a supper' picnic.
"The argument was strenuous
and lengthy. More th11-n once Nick
had to say, 'Hi! One at a time!
Now what was it you wanted to
say, Cathy?'
,
- "But at last everyone under. stood all the problems and preferences and reasons involved, and
a plan was worked out: It was
complicated and · concessions had
to be made, but it did seem workable and gave each one a large
part of ·'h is desire.'~·
So runs an informal family
council described on · page ninetysix in Rhoda W. Bacmeister's
pr-actical, down-to-earth volu:me,
All In The .Family.
Every lead I follow in any ar~a
of this field, "Courtship,·,. Marriage, and the Home," brings me
ultimately to the same conclusion:
It is' the quality of the persons involved that determines the destiny and tpe measure of happiness
.,
in family living.
Always it is refreshing to have
inquiries from our masculine
readers. 1
May you find your experiences
a~ the head of a democratic family highly rewarding..

QUESTION : "I keep hearing ·
Success of the democratic fam.bout the change from the patri- ily de:Pends upon the quality of
rchal to the democratic family its individual members.
pattern.
This process of moving from
'"H patriarchal means the hus- the authoritarian cocoon into the'
band and father as boss, I didn't multicolored democratic pattern is
know that pattern was ever in.
especially . jarring to the father"1 wanted to frame the line you figure.
quoted from a letter that said, •I
"Early· in this transitional proclmow my husband is boss.'
ess, the pow¢r and · authority of
""How about a little elucidation, the father began to wane. His inupon that democratic-vs.-patriar- ability to provide alone for the
cbal deal for some · of the mere family's needs, (yesterday's luxIDBle readers of your columri ?" · uries having become today's necesANSWER: It would be inter- sities), his long periods of absence
esting to get your .wife's reaction ,. from the home, the _growing independence and freedom of wife .a nd
your communication! ·
The term boss is. gr~dually slip- children, with their many outside
ping out of our family vocabu- associations"-these circumstances
laries. This . is a symptom of the have changed the father's status.
state and mood of transition in
What that changed status will
which we find ourselves.
be is dependent upon the quality
"Everybody is somebody." . So and the character of 't he individgoes the slogan upon which gov- ual father.
ernmental democracies have been
No longer is he that monarch,
·
exercising totalitarian rule over
built.
That ·sallie concept is permeat- his family. He is rather the presiing today's plan of family living. dent of his family organization;
It embraces "a belief· in the sacred the chairman of his family comworth of the individual"-femi- mittee.
Dine as well as masculine ; young
No longer is he respected and reas well as old.
vered just because he was born
Just as .. young nations are masculine and by that birthright
emerging from dictatorships into head of his house. ·
· Rather, it is by exemplary qualsystems of self-government; so
the democratic family pattern is ity of life, by his wisdQIJl. in ademerging from the authoritarian ministeriJ!g family affairs, by his
cocoon.
devotion to the welfare of his faroIt is our hope that the young ily members that he may earn
nations will weather the revolu- ¢heir love, respect, and cooperationary transitional periods ; that tion.
·
they 'will ultimately settle into
The democratic family system
does· not necessitate a man's surmore rewarding ways of-life.
Likewise we have faith to be- render of his place as head of the
lieve that our family ways will household if he is capable and
come through the chaotic stage of · willing to function adequately in
transition into satisfying patterns that role.
·
as colorful as the butterfly.
He will recognize the right of
Sociologist :ffirnest Burgess chal- his wife and his children to be
I
lenges us with his belief that the ''free to find tbemselves and be
1&.4 k,.J,,
American family is not collapsing. themselves." He will seek to in, I
It is undergoing a change in pat- flueHce and lead them to find
Mrs.
J.
H.
Street'
I
their best selves and be thetr maxtern.
.
I
[Mail should be addressed to
The outcome .of democracy is imum selves'.
determined by the individuals
The whole situation .is a thr111- Mrs. Street at No. 3 Fairmont,
who compose it.
ing adventure, daring every man Little Rock, A.,..k,]
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Oepartments----------------------------~~---------4
Celrnpground (near Little Rock) for the Evangelism
period of May 2'7-31, we are offering
free scholarships to the following:
INTERESTING AND helpful!
The Standard
(1)· Young men 18 and up who have
HE,RE IS the Evangelism .Standard o
Challenging and disturbing!
belonged to Royal Ambassador ~hapters
Needful and workable!
while growing up_and who are now vital- Excellence for a Southern Baptist As
sociation. ·
These are some of ly interested in RA work. .
the ways pastors
I. CHAIRMAN OF .EVANGELISM
(2) College young men (18 and up),
and Sunday School who are interested in the spiritual welAn evangelistic pas
workers have de- fare of boys and in the growth and detor elected to serv
scribed S u n d a Y velopment bt the RA program.
d u r i n g assocl
School Enl;argement
tional year.
To the above groups up to the limit
campa1gns.
Promotes perenni
of 30 young ·men, the Brotherhood De·
The secretary of partment is offering a $20 camp scholarsoul-winning in a
the Sunday !:khool ship, wh.ich wtll include the entire camp
churches.
Depart~ent tr)ves a 'exJlettile, except transportation to lind
Serves as chafrma
great deal of hts ltom and the small cost ol textbooks.
ot Baptist Jubile
"field service" tlm~
Comrni
Revival
You will be ilttJ;olled ~~ the order in
1
to enlargenUnit e•MJ which you request to be included in one
tee.
MR. HATFIELD
paigns. There A~ of the above groups. Write the BrotherII. ASSOCIATlON•
several classifications of -these cant-. hood Pepartment, '362 Baptist Building
AL ~VANGF:·
paigns.
·
MI. RUD
LISM CLINtC
immediately.
One is the director-led .eampaign, anAnnual Clinic devoting two seS·
Then againi-All pastors within the
other is the faculty type, ·and another state, all usociational missionaries, and •
eions exclusively to evangelisM.
is the pastor-led associational campaign. all men . who have ever served as counSeventy-five percent of churches
In a director-led campaign one direc- selors at the summer Royal Ambassador ,
represented by pastors.
tor visits a church and for a week gives · camps will be given, upon lmnl.ediate
Seventy-five pere(lnt of churches
guidance to the church tn its enlarge- request, a $10 scholar!!hip whicjl will rewith at· least• three members ot
ment plans.
·
the church eouncil present.
duce to $10 the cost of the· camp to
When a faculty campaign is used, the them. Write npw!
·
Ill. ANNUAL BAPTIST JUBILEE
department age groups n'leet with a ape- ,
The .. cost of the chmp to all others
UE'VIYAL
cialist in the age gtoup llrl4 th~ entar~e ·(Bt'otherhood RA leaders and comm.itteeEighty percent of churches particiment work is done by departments . with rnen, men from outside the state, and
pating.
a general director giving guidance to Qther interested men) will be $20.
Eighty percent of churches observthe over-all campaign.
·
The total capactty of the camp is. so
Ing same dates.
The associatfonal pUt.ot-led C41'n· men. Get your reservation in now. Drop
Eighty
percent of churches with
paign is conducted, by otte' ilfredpr who us a c1ard today!-=-Nelson Tull, Brothertwo consecutive weeks of evan·
teaches· pastors in a central morning hood Secretary
gelistic
preaching.
.
.
session and the pastors direct their own
churches each evening. With this methI
od as many as fifteen .ehurehes Mn .
I
participate in a week. MArty- ch~l'i:fu~!l 1
I
which would nevef ha\te an enlarge. ;
l 0 Send more inforrftatioh about the F~undatlon.
ment campaign otherwise can have one
with this popular method.
l 0 I would like for the Foundation Executive
Pastors, have you considered a Sun- ·
·'
day School enlargement campaign for
'Secretory to call on me.
I
your church ?
•
Literature upon . lI
Your State Sunday SchoOl secretary
is willing to help you. There are "many
' I
i am interested lrt knowing more about:
qu~lified persons who etll .~irect ~atn- f
request
pa1gns. we can help ybU can in out- J
...... Making a Will
side help for a campalfil lf }+ou desfte,
I
. . Enlarge.-Lawson lfatffeld, Sunday '
I
------ A Living fr"st
School secretary

Sunday School

I

FREE

,.

l

I
t

Brotherhood

I
I

Revising a good plan
THE Brotherhood Department bas on
hand some funds (not Co-o~Uiitlve lll'o·
gram funds) which Mve ballfi Mc11MUlated froth thE! atrtall
profits ol operliht(i;
the summer lto}llll
Ambasaadc>r camp!~.
We d6 ilbt know of
any better use of
these fund$ than
putting thflitl back
into the building of a
better Royal Ambassador program so-In the Royal Ambassador LeadershipMR. TULL
Campcraft C a m p,
scheduled for the Arkansas Baptist
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LL CHURCHES CONDUCTING
EVIVALS
Each ehurch conducting a minimum
of one revival annually.
Fifty percent of churches conducting two revivals annually.
Churches sponsoring missions revivals where needed.
BACH CHURCH WINNING AND
BAPTIZING NEW MEMBERS
Churches endeavoring to increase
previous year's baptismal record.
Seventy-five percent of churches
using the church council.
Churches sustaining p. e r e·n n i a I
evangelism programs.
Wouldn't it be a wonderful thing for
~ of our -associations to teach this
lllandard.-J esse S. Ree.d, Director of
Eftngelism
PRAY FOR
PLAN TO ...ATTEND
CONVENTION-WIDE
EVANGELISM CONFE;RENCE
July 2, a, 4, 1963
Dallas, Texas

CAurch Music

Anthem contest announced
BROADMAN PRESS has announced
the third Anthem Competition, open to
any composer in the U.S.A. The anthem
is to be of medium
difficulty, not to exceed four minutes,
suitable ·for evangelical church services.
It Is to be scored
for four-part mixed
voice.s ( SATB) and
may be written for
unaccompanied singing. The music _must
be original, not to exceed medium difficulMR. McCLARD
ty, and scored on two
staves.
Manuscripts must be mailed by October 1, 1963, with a $1.00 entry fee.
Manuscripts will be returned. A wards
s.re $500, $250, $125, $75, and $50. The
«!ompositions will be published in Church
Musician and in octavo form.
For details write: Broadman Anthem
,..ompetition, 127 Ninth Avenue, North:
Nashville 3, Tenn.
RECENT BROADMAN
PUBLICATIONS
TWO organ books: Hymn Tune Medi·
tations for ·the Organ by Jeanne E.
Shaffer, a book of service music based
on outstanding hymn melodies. Price:
$2.50. Preludes o~ Well Known Tunes,
Vol. II, compiled by Samuel W. Shanko.
A compilation of' organ arrangements of
Southern Baptist Hymns of the Month
for 1963. They are written on two
lrtaves, and are registered for pipe, electronic and Hammond organs. Price:
$2.25.
Easter cantata for mixed voices: Go!-

~totha

by Robert Graham. P rice, $1.25
(486-37104) . Also on recording: $3.98.
Time: about forty minutes. You may
find it has more variety, allows more
expression and is more "sing-able" than
Graham's popular Dawn of Redeeming
Grace:-LeRoy McClard, Secretary.

New church in Rome
AN English-Iangqage Baptist
church was organized in Rome, Italy, Mar. 10, with 13 charter. members, two of them sons and grandsons of early Southern Baptist missionaries to Italy.
Robert B. Wh~tti,nghill, an attache in the diplomatic corps of the
American embassy, made the motion that the church · be organized.
Joining in accepting that motion
was his brother, George D. Wh}t- ··
tinghill, the American consul general. They are sons of the late Dr.
and Mrs. Dexter G. Whittinghill
and grandsons of the late Dr. and
Mrs. George Boardman Taylor.
The organization sermon was
preached by Dr. H. Cornell Goerner, secretary for Africa, Europe,
and the Near East for the Southern
Baptist Foreign Mission Board. His
subject was "The Church Christ
Lo\red," with Revelation 3:9 as text.

· ~ettt~
The whole world is seeking for
bargains,
· There are many indeed, to be ·had;
It takes a shrewd shopper to find
them,
And choose out the good from the
bad.
For all is not gold that glitters,
So ·let the buyer beware
·
Of men with the art of deceivingIf the price is 'marked down',
have a care.
There are some things fa1• more
, precious today,
Than rubies or diamonds or gold;
They are virtue and truth and
kin'dness,
And the worth of a human soul.
These cannot be purchased with
money,
Be careful while setting your
goal;
You've nothing to gain, in fortune
~ and fame,
If ip winning ·you lose your own
souL-Cecile Moore, Rt. 2, Box
222A, Malvern

FOR EVERY
HOME AND CHURCH
LIBRARY
The new up·to·date Bible dictionary
complete in one volume!

ZONDERVAN·
PICTORIAL
BIBLE DICTIONARY
Dr. Merrill C. Tenney, General Editor
O~tstanding

Features:

• More than 5,000 entries, competently
· handled
·
·
• Every word and every article Is new
• More than 65 scholarly contributors
• 40 pages of new maps In full color, In·
dexed
1
• More than 700 photos, charts, and drawIngs
• Clear, easy-to-read print
• A big, beautifully bound book page size
6% x 91fz Inches

Only

$9.95

Published by Zondervan
Order from your

BAPTIST BOOK STORE today.
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Daniel Marshall
The enthusiasm which Daniel
Marshall displayed at · his conver,sion followed him all his life.
He was born in Connecticut,
1706, and saved in the Whitfield
revival. Thoughts of the Second
Coming of Jesus almost unbalaneed his mind. With almost fanatical zeal he abandoned everything and rushed off to convert ·
the heathen.
He made 1his way to the Mohawk Indians at the head of the
Susquehanna River but was driven away by the Indian wars a
year and a half later.
He went to Virginia. Here he
came in contact with the Baptist
work under the aupices of Philadelphia association. After examining the Baptist faith he and his wife were convinced that believers baptism alone ·had s~ri~;>tural
warrant. They were baptized and
READING: The Fifth Freedom •• ,
Enjoy It! During National l:ibrary
Week, April 21-27, 1963, BAPTIST
BOOK STORES are featuring this
timely book.

'
he was licensed to preach.
Marshall met Shubal Stearns,
his brother-in-law, in Virginia,
moved with him to North Carolina, and helped organize the Sandy Cre.ek church. Soon after thi·s
Marshall gathered a church at Abbotts Cree~, about 30 miles distance from Stearns' work. But
they found difficulty in getting
help ·to ordain_ Marshall. One
preacher refused on the ground
that Daniel was a Separatist Haptist. They allowed women to
preach in public, as well as illiterate men, and encouraged noise
and confusion in their meetings.
He objected t'o this. Finally, another brother-in-law of Daniel's,
who labored in South Carolina,
agreed to help 'in the ordination.
Pastor Marshall was ill educated and by no means brilliantly endowed. He was 48 years old when
converted, but in the next 30 years
was instrumental in converting
multitudes in Virginia, North
Carolina, South Carolina, and .
Georgia.
On one occasion, in Georgia, Mr.
Marshall had gathered his small ,
church for services. Meeting in a
beautiful grove under a ~lue sky,
the . prea~her was on. hts knees
leadmg m the openmg prayer
when a constable laid a hand on
his shoulder and saiq, "You are
my prisoner." He was guilty of ·
conducting services contrary to
the Church of England. The
white-haired, 65-year-old minister
did not protest but agreed to appear for trial in Augusta the next
day,
.
But not so his wife. She turned

to the constable, Samuel Ca
ledge, protesting, and solemnly e
horted him to flee from the wra
to come. The man was so startl
he did repent and sought salv
tion. , Pastor Marshall baptiz
him in 1777, and he became
deacon in the church at Kioke
In ~ 789 he was ordained to t
ministry and served for half
century, dying in 1843 at the ag
of 93.

. SELECT THESE NEW \
HARPER & ROW BOOKS

National Library Week April 21·27, 1963

,
Family Living in the Bible

Edith Deen. A d~;amatic presenta·
tion of every · aspect of biblical
marriage and family living-from
Adam and Eve to1 early Christiani·
tfs first householtls of faith. $4.95

1010 Sermon Illustrations
from the Bible

edited by Charles L. Wallis. Fea·
tures include 1010 Bible illustra·
tions, 200 topical he~dings, special
day material, and cross • indexes.
$3.95

Christ's Witch-Doctor
Homer E. Dowdy. An amazing story
of the dramatic)' conversion of a
' ·notorious Amazon ·w.itchdoctor into ·
a jungle missionary for Christ.
.
$3.95

!
.

Visit, plrbne, or write . your
BAPTIST BOOK STORE
today.
-

ARKANS~S

)'

I

TOUR TO
BAPTIST YOUTH WORLD
CONFEREN(:E, BEIRUT
JULY 8 TO AUGUST 15, 1963
Including '

$3.95

ASTUDY OF COMMUNISM
J. Edgar Hoover. What communism .Is,
. the illusion of communism's appeal,
ai'ld how the Communists are lnfiltrat·
fng organizations. Don't miss this im·
portant bo.ok by the director of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation.
A Holt, Rinehart, Winston Book
available now at your

The Holy Land and Europe
Sponsored ~y:
BAPTIST STATE CONVENTION
escorted by
,
,
, Erwi.n L. McQonald and Tom Logue .
Baptist Building, 401 West Capitol, ~ittle Rock
ARKANS~S

I

•

• •

VISiting

Italy - Egypt - Lebanon - Syria - Jordan
Israel Greece Switzerland Germany
Denmark Holland France and England

BAPTIST BOOK STORE

Paa•
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The preacher poet

Middle of the Road
By J. I. CossEY

'Grudgitis'

0, Fa1th/
0, foolish faith that
boasts of self!
Luke 22:33
0, faltering faith that hesitates!
I Kings 18:21
0, false, false faith to
trust in deeds !
Rom. 3:20
Or bow to gods in duplicates!
Deut. 8:19
0, faithful faith, e'en unto death!
Rev. 2:10
0, fruitful faith thy
gleanings hear !
. Jno. 15:16
0, fixed faith in Christ complete!
II Tim. 1.12
Whose death and life
we gladly share
Rom. 5:8-10
-W. B. O'Neal

Get These
ABINGDON
BOOKS •••

for Your Library Today!
The Future Is Upon Us
by Roy L. Smith
Dr.. Smith shows how civilization is
being affected and changed daily by
th·e miracles of science anti such fac·
tors as: the population explosion, com.munism, and r~clal tensions. (la) $3.50

Don't Park Here!
by C. William Fisher
Here are interesting facts about little·
known and well-known people who have
surmounted life's roadblocks. This book
has a dynamic message of tflose facJng
adversity. (la)
$3.00

' Visit your
BAPTIST BOOK STORE
during National Library Week,
April 21-27, 1963
APRIL 18 1963

"GRUDGITIS" is a desire tp
get back' more than you give. It is
to cherish ill will or sullen malice. It is to feed one's ·ugly disposition on the evil purpose to finally
get even with some one whom you
think to have done you wrong, .Resentment is a disease that may
finally cause death. While carrying a grudge may cause d~ath, it
can · never cause better living.
Don't. permit yourself to carry in
your heart a long period of "grudgitis" against another person.
I 01ice knew a very sad lady,
and her children seemed restless.
One child committed ·suicide. It
finally came out that her hu.s band
had ca.rried 'a grudge· against another man for years. He was always ready to kill this inan at
sight. The other man knew this
fact. One day they met and the
man who carried the grudge was
killed. T,wo sad and sorrowful families were left with non-ending
grief. "Grudgitis" caused this
death, but no good came from it.
I knew a preacher who said another preaeher had done him an
injustice and he would spend his
li'fe trying to get even with him.
Perhaps the second preacher did
not even know about the grudge.
"Forgivitis" is much better than
"grudgitis" and much less dangerous. You may say, "I will forgive him if he will forgive me."
But, I say it is better for you to
forgive him, even if h~ never for-:.
gives you. Will D. Upshaw onee
said, "We must be bigger than
anything that can happen to us."
If you are holding a grudge
against any~ other person -in this
world forgive him and live in
peace.
'
Personally, I want daily to maintain a forgiving attitude. If your
feelings have been hurt down
deep, let · your forgiveness go
down deeper. We should never let
any person be a better forgiver
than we are. We should try never
to hurt the feelings of any one and.
never permit our own feelings to
be hurt. We should try to beeome
calloused against hu'rt feelings.
Continuously petted hurt feelings

may <'..ause ulcers, cancer, and perhaps death. Will Rogers sa(d, "I
·never met a person I didn't like,"
and that is- a safe poliey for every
one.
Daily prayeF to God for help
to overcome grudge and resent:ment will help us to move into a
new world of love and neighborliness. The floodgates of usefulness
will remain closed until we forgive. Pray often each day for the
person
who has offended you. Call
1
his name when you are praying
to God: Start a program of kindness to the offender; smile an~
speak friendly to the person at
every opportunity. If you discover
any reason to make an apology,
be quick to do so. lf, you have
"grudgitis"· pray . to God for forgiveness at this very moment.
Pray for God to remove all "grudgitis" tendencies.

OUTSTANDING BAKER BOOKS
FOR BAPTIST LIBRARIES
Jesus of Nazareth
by John A. Broadus
This book impresses
the reader anew with
the uniqueness of
Jesus, and with the
purpose of his com·
ing Into the world.

$1.95
The Apostle Paul
by Roland Q. Leavell
Here is a new compact, vibrant, appealing presentation of
the life of Paul · for
study groups, classes,
and private reading.

$2.95
The Way of the Cross
by J. Ralph ,Grant
Every sermon in this
book contains strength
of scholarship, sim·
plicity of style, and
sincerity of soul.

$2.95
LeHers to the Seven Churches
by J. Ralph Grant
Outstanding sermons, illustrations, and
comments for ministers and students.

.

$1.95

Visit your BAPTIST BOOK STORE flit'
these Baker Books during National
Library Week, April 21·27, 19&a
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Gleanings from the
Gref$k New Testament

The virtue of fasting
BY

V.

WAYNE BARTON

THE Greek word n e s t e u o,
which is translated "fasting" in
the New Testament, means "not
to eat." Hence, its emphasis is altogether negative, even as fasting
practices across the years have majored ,Primarily on abstinence.
In Jesus' day, devoted Jews abstained from eating twice a ' week
:..._Mondays and ~hursdays-and
during other special seasonschiefly on the Day of Atonement.
A similar system of abstinence
soon arose in the Christian church,
beginning at least as early as A.D.
200.
But a , study of fasting in the
New Testament shows that abstinence as such was not at all prominent in Christian practice. The
disciples did not keep the regu1ar
fast days of the Jews, and this
drew sharp criticism from their
contemp~raries (Mt. 9 :14). Their
example was positive, not n'egative, because their fasting arose
naturally out of their preoccupation with matters more i~portant
than eating.
Jesus fasted in the wilderness
as a' by-product of his temptations
(Mt. 4 and Lk. 4). He .fasted during his Galilean ministry when
he simply didn't have time to· eat
(Mk. 3 :20). And during his visit
to Samaria because he was too excited to eat, exulting over the response of the Samaritan- woman
and anticipating a larger Samaritan ministry (John 4 :31-32). The
Christian mis~ionaries fasted .during the course of their lengthy
business meetings, probably because their hunger for missions
was more urgent than meals (Acts
13:2; 14:23) .

.

· The point seems to be that there
is no special virtue in going without food. Rather is there virtue
in doing that which is more important than ' eating and which
sometimes demands the. foregoing
of food.
Copyrlll'ht 1962, by V. Wayne Barton,
New Orleans Se.ninary
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NATIONAL LIBRARY WEEK,
April 21-27, 1963
BAPTIST BOOK STORES are featuring these outstanding Broacimao
books. SeleCt for your library today.
BAKER'S BIBLE ATLAS
A WORD FITLY SPOKEN
edited by Charles F. Pfeiffer
by. Robert J. Hastings
Maps combine with narration to
How to find illustrations, how to
follow the geography of the
use them, and how to keep them
Bible.
$7.95
for future use.
$2.50
NEW TESTAMENT
COMMUNISM: WHO? WHAT?
THEOLOGY
WHY?
by Frank Stagg
by Henlee H. Barnette
Two hundred questions and anA thought-provoking approach to
both liberal and conservative theswers about communism arou!!Sl
ology.
$5.95
the world.
Paper, 95c
THE SHAPE OF FAITH
BLACK JUPITER
·by G. Hugh Wamble
by Mary Katherine MacDougall
In a brief volume the seven rnaThe story of a beautiful black
jor denominations in America are
colt and of the people who loved
him. Ages 9-12.
$2.75
introduced.
Paper, $1.00
PACEMAKERS OF CHRISTiAN
THE SKY Y TRAIN
'
THOUGHT
by Oren Amold
by James William McClendon
An ancient abandoned tunnel
Vignettes of nine conte111;porary
leads Rod to the most exciting
summer ever. Ages 9·13.
$2.95
theologians including Barth, Niebuhr, and Tillich. Paper, $1.00
TOUCH AND TELL
THE FAMILY IN CHRISTL\.N
by Mary Sue White '
PERSPECTIVE
The "touch and tell" game quiclt·
by C. W ..Scudder •
ens awareness of the wonderful
sense o,f touch. Ages 2-4. Regular
A thorough study of the elements
that promote harmony in the
edition, 60c Library edition, $1.00
home.
$3.50
RANDY VISITS THE DOCTOil
A STORY TO REMEMBER
by Esther Lakritz
by Harpld Dye
Reassurance for children who
This collection is a literarr "canhave fears about going to the
did camera" of American ife.
doctor. Ages 4-8. Regular edition,
·
$2.00
60c
Library edition, $1.00

.A

Order these and other Broadman books . today from your
QBAPTIST BOOK STORE

INTEREST BEGINS FIRST DAY OF. THE
MONTH THAT WE RECEIVE YOUR MONEY
YOUR MONEY IS AVAILABLE WHEN NEEDED

Interest Paid Semi-Annually
ON

• First

Mortgage-Sapti~t Suifdi~g Bonds •
VISIT ...... WRITE OR

CA~L

TODAY

BAPTIST BUILDING SAVINGS. INC.
716 Main

Little Rock, Arkansas
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TO READERS OF

Once-A-Year S;!_eciat Enrottmen vrrer.. Arkansas Baptist
NOWI A TREASURY OF BEAUTIFUL CHRISTIAN MUSIC AT UNUSUAL SAVINGSI

46. AnchoredHaven of Rest Quartet :
The Haven of Rest,
Farther Along , Have
Thine Own Way Lord, Just
1 Little Talk with Jesus,
Rose of Sharon, 8 others.

68. Great Stories
From the BibleWendell Loveless relates
familiar Bible stories for
' children . Inspiring, en·
tertaining, enlightening.
Realistic sound effects.

38. Over the Sun·

33. His Eye Is on
the Sparrow - Ethel
Waters sings: His Eye Is
on the Sparrow, Deep
River, In His Care, Ju.st a
Closer Walk with Thee,
Stand By Me, 6 more.

6 ·3. Yesterday's
Voices-Paul Harvey
narrates. Actual voices,
sermonsol Dwifht Moody,
Ira Sankey, Bil y Sunday,
W. B. Riley, George
Truett , etc.

set Mountain-Bill
Pearce and Dick Anthony :
Over the Sunset Moun·
tains, The Old Rugged
God Is Love, Be·
Sunset, 6 more.

~~t!{ij1il~~;~;'l1111~1i~1l
48. A Carmichael
Concert-Ralph Car·
michael and his orches·
Ira: Jesus Name I Love,
In the Garden, This I
• What a Friend,
I Peace. 7 more

31. Meditation At
Dawn, Vol. II - Lew
Charles and Charles Mag·
nuson (organ and piano):
When Mo lng Dawns,
Tell
of Jesus.

2
ount
ur
Blessl ngs- The White
Sisters: Count Your
Blessings, There's No

p.~a~~~i~J~nee~~~~oJv~s~~l

r e

u

Fague
ng·
man and the Concert Or·
chestra of London : W~re
You There?, Steal Away,
Ride On King Jesus,
Swing Low, 7 more.

~·

35. Songs From the

69. Seven Last

Heart - Frank Boggs:
The Old Rugged Cross,
Then Jesus Came, It Is
o Secret, Blessed Re·
1
How Great Thou
I 7.

Words- The Oratorio
Singers. One of the great·
est of Christian classics.
Three famed solo artists,
backed by a truly out·
standing vocal group.

41. A Joyful Sound
-Children's Choir. Delightfu I songs for chil·
dren. Includes Sunday
School favorites and
songs fo Christmas,
Palm Su
and Easter.

84. A Calm Retreat

-The Baptist Hour
Choir : Jesus Thou Joy of
Loving Hearts, I Will
Arise and Go to Jesus,
There Is a Green Hill Far
Away, 9 others.

51. Beyond the
River - Melody Four
Quartet : I' ve a Home Be·
yond the River, Coming
Again, Still of the Night,
Peace in the Valley, When I
I'm With Him, 7 others .

Select any five albums on this page-regular high
fidelity or stereo-for only $2.67! Yes! Now, at sub·
stantial savings, you can enjoy many wonderful hours
-of listening pleasure and spiritual refreshment. Think
what these album's of praise, prayer, f~ith and inspiration can mean to your entire family I Your choice of
inspirational hymns, gospel songs, spirituals and other
well-loyed sacred music. Recordings by your favorite
vocalists and singing groups. Beautiful organ music and
full orchestrations, A visit, in your own home, with such
dedicated Christiah artists as The White Sisters, Ethel
Waters, Paul Mickelson, The Haven of Rest Quar~et,
Frank Boggs, Bill Pearce and Dick Anthony, The Korean
Orphan Choir, and many more!
This special offer also entitles you to membership in
Word Records' Family Record Club, with all its wonderful
advantages. By joining, you get your choice of inspira·
tional records announced in the FREE monthly Club
digest. There are more FREE bonus albums coming,
too. But you must act now! Matl the money-saving
coupon, today!
SEND NO MONEY. Just tell us which 5 albums you

want, by number. When they arrive, you'll be billed for
only $2.67 (plus a small handling and postage charge).
If you're nQt delighted with your recordings, return
them within 10 days and you owe ·us nothing'!

FAMILY RECORD CLUB / WACO, JEXAS
Please enroll me i n the Family Record Club and send me the 5 albums listed below. 1
• understand 1 will be billed $2.67 plus a small handling and postage cha r~e for these records
(retail value up to $24.90!). I'll buy an additional 5 albums of my cho1ce (more than one
hundred to choose from) during the next 12 months at the regular low retail price. ($3.98
for High Fidelity, $4.98 for Stereo, plus handling and postage charge.) I know that after I buy
the 5 selections, I am entitled to a free album for each two that I purchase through the Club.
• PLEASE SEND ME THE
FOLLOWING 5 ALBUMS:
( list·by number)

NAM L-------------~~~~----~----~~--~
..(

(ploast print)

ADDR ESS•----~----~-------------------------~-------.

~

.

CITY- -

.

40. Moments of In·
splratlon- Bill Mann,
Lyric Tenor : Above the
H1lls of Time, Stranger of
Galilee, Only a Touch
Just for Today, Blessed
Assurance. 7 more.

APRIL 18, 1963

• Cavalcade of
Word Artlsts - i7 of

~~~i~ti~l~·:;~s1s f."nvdo~~~

sical groups with musical
messages of faith, taken
from recent albums.

ZON

0

' STAT E.__ _ _ __

0

Enroll meln the:
REGULAR High Fidelity
STEREO DIVISION
Regular long playing (33 l/3 RPM) player• usa Hlsh Fidelity albums,
- Stereo players use either.

f\250.,

•

!...---·-··-·-·--·-··--·---~·--··---·-·-··---·-·- -·~·--·-·-·-··-··,.;.;.t. )'
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Southern Baptist College

Dr. H. E. Williams of Southern Baptist College
-

BY THOMAS A. HINSON, PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES, SOUTHERN BAPTIST COLLEGE, AND
PASTOR OF FIRST CHURCH, WEST MEMPHIS

N March
while attending a meeting of
0Williams
North Central Association in Chicago, Dr. H. E.
received the word that the College he had
20, 1963,

Baptist junior college in that -city. The city government of Pocahontas encouraged h~m in this direction
by granting him the use of a very suitable building
founded and led since its inception had been fully in which to start. Invitations were sent out naming
accredited by that Association.
June 10, 1941, as Founder's Day. On that day apTwenty-one years and six months . before, in Sep- proximately two hm;tdred: people set up formal ortember of 1941, this man had resigned his pastorate . ganization for the opening of a Baptist junior. college.
at that meeting made posin Pocahontas to assume leadership in the develop- Enthusiasm in evidence
sible
the
opening
of
the
College on September. 10,
ment of an institution of higher learning in- that
1941, instead of June, 1942; as originally planned.
part of Arkansas. By any standard, this is a big portion of a man's life and ministry-a life and ministry , The College made steaQ.y progress until 'its adin this case which has been given to the Lord ministration building was destroyed by fire, in Dethrough a' Baptist institution..:-Solithern Baptist ' cember of 1946. This endangered the very existence
College. And to come to this day when an unbiased of the then young and tender institution. But Proviaccrediting association can look at the College's d(mce was abOJ.lt to prove that this College was more
cold facts regarding administration, faculty trainin'g than the brain-child of. a mere man; it had a place
and ab11ity, physical facilities, finan-cial condition, in the plan · of God. ·A former Marine Corps Air
and student achievement, and say, '"We approve Base, located near Walnut. Ridge, was to become the
you . .. " must have been one of the highest hours new home of Southern College. The College moved
here in time to re-open 'on Jan. 6, 1947. In time,
in this man's life. .
Southern was to become the owner of 167 acres
With the accreditation received and the news · iand many valuable buildings at the old Marine Air
made public, what has been the reaction of this mod- Base. (All of the College property and physical
est Christian gentleman? He credits his faculty and possessions are now and have been from the beginassociates, he recognizes every donor, he acknowl- ning in the name of the board of trustees and not
· . ,
edges the wise guidance of a good board of trustees, in the name of any one person).
and he praises all who have given unselfishly of T 0
T RV
N
ARS
themselves and ·their. means to make possible this
H SE IN E ENI . G YE
HE enthusiasm evidenced on Founder's Day in
achievement. But everyone who eonsiders the matJune of 1941, which stepped up plans for the
ter even momentarily knows that no institution or
group of people rises above the level of its leadership. opening of the College that fall, may well be noted
H. E. William's reactions ar9 just typical of a truly now as the work of Divine Providence. For in Degood man. who has lost himself in the attainment of cember of that year America was to ente'r World
worthy and holy goals for a Christian institution.
War II, and by .June of the next year the difficulties
facing a new college might have seemed too insurOLLOWING unsuccessful attempts in 1936 by mountable. And, yet, God was to use that tragic
Dr. H. L. Waters to re-open Jonesboro Baptist world event actually to assist in the establishment
College, events began to transpire at PocahOntas of Arkansas Baptists' second college. The securing
which would make poesible the realization of a dream ,of the Marine Corps Air Base and the G.I. Bill's edualike in purpose to that of Dr. Waters. Within a hun- , ·cational assistance to veterans were to become tre-.
dred-mile radius only two Arkansas colleges existed, mendous assistance in keeping Southern College
Arkansas State College at Jonesboro, and Arkansas alive during those early, lean .Years.
College at Batesville. No Baptist institution existed
Orie cannot think of Southern's scholastic
in northern Arkansas or southeastern Missouri. Apachievement
being sufficient to impress North Cenproximately 500 Baptist churches were in the area,
tral
Association's
Examining Committee without remany of them served by pastors who had little or
no formal training beyond high school. One of the membering that this present high plane was atmain purposes for the founding of Southern Bap- tained through sacrifiCial self-giving on the part of
tist College was to make available formal training many people, Any such list. of names must include
H. L. Waters, former Bible professor, now retired;
for these pastors to serve better in the ministry.
Floyd North, former dean, now editor of The ComIn the spring of 1941, Dr. H. E. Williams, pastor mission; W. K. Wharton, English ~rofessor; Ben
at that time of First Baptist Cburch, P'9cahontas, H. Lincoln, former dean, now deceased; Dr. J. F .
was impressed with the possibility of establishing a Queen, former Bible professor, now deceased; Dr.

a
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earl Tippitt, former History professor, now deeeased ; J. I. Cossey, former professor, now with the

(2) This means that the very highest quality of
prospective students can be recruited to attend
Southern Baptist College, without fear of loss in
credits earned at that institution. However, it should
be pointed out that through the years many of the
finest and largest colleges and universities fn America have been receiving Southern's transfer students
without question or credit loss.
(3) This means that the already excellent faculty at Southern can now be enlarged with highly
trained and qualified personnel because they will be
teaching in an accredited institution.
·
( 4) This means that the mouths of the critics
have been stopped. Anyone assuming the role of
judge now in an attempt"to ' make Southern's work
look inferior, places himself above the highest au. thority on this question-North Central Association.

• kansas Baptist Newsmagazine; Charles Gwinup,
rofessor emeritus; Wpodrow Behannon, present
dean; every member of the present faculty; and ev: previous faculty member who has served 'for so
.ittle and given so much. Dr. H. E. Williams gathered this group of people and led them in the deftlopment of the College.
In 1948 the Arkansas Baptist Convention voted
include Southern College in its budget. Allocations have varied in the years since then, but the
annual allocation ·to Southern Baptist College from
the Cooperative Program funds would average a
tittle over $30,000. For these funds Southern and
her friends have been most gr~teful. The Arkansas
Baptist Convention niaintairis by annual appointment an advisory board of trustees, nine in number,
who work with the College officials aJld administra- ONE HIGHER·ACCREDITATION
tion in an advisory capacity. This agreement has
CCREDITATION by North Central is ' fine! All
proven satisfactory and has been continued . from
of
us are proud of our Baptist junior college. But
year to year.
there · is · one higher, authority to Whom Arkansas
Meanwhile, Southern was busy turning .out her Baptists look for approval, our heavenly Father.
product: men and women better prep~red to serve Many institutions which have long held the highest ,
God and society because of personal educational bet- · sanction of their sectional accrediting association
terment in a Christian atmosphere. These people· to- may n~ver have·consiaered this higher .authority, but
day assume places of important leadership in Christ's Baptists have made it a practice to look to Him for
kingdom as far away as the Southern Baptist Fo~ apptoval first.
eign Mission Field of East Africa. •They lead good ·
The kind of dedicated leadership that Southern
ehurclies, both as pastors and in capa'cities of lay- has known acress the years promises that its adleadership, all across America. They serve as teach- ministration and trustees will continue .to maintain·
ers and professional people in all walks of life. And an institution wh~re Baptist boys and girls may
m each case, what, they do evidences the touch of "stlldy to show themselves approved unto God, workimprovement because they walked the halls of learn- men that needeth not be ashamed, rightly dividing
mg on "The· Campus of Christian Purpose."
·
the Word of truth." ·
And that phrase, ". . . approved of God. . ."
BRIGHTER PROSPECTS
' shall continue to .be the primary guiding principle
R. H. · E. Williams, founder and president, is a .in all adminiatrati.ve decisions on ''The Campus of
ma.n who has his feet on the ground. Through Christian Purpos~~"
the .first 21 years of its history, which incluQ.es two
wars and a burn-out, he has brought the College to
The Cover
its present state of high recognition with the small
FOUNJ?ER H. E. Williams, of Southern Baptist
present indebtedness of approximately $50,000. This ·
College, Walnu! Ridge, was born on a farm ~ mile
iS amazjng! But this has been possible largely bewest of Casa,
cause the president has been all 'things to the College:
Yell County,
architect, contractor, supervisor of construction, adin 1913. He
ministrathr, guide and personality to the institution
became a life
he fathered. Because of this, it is doubtful if Baptists
devotee of
get a larger return for each dollar Invested ·anywhere
.Christian. edu·
on earth than they do on "The Campus of Christian
cation
while
Purpose."

A

D

Now that Southern Cqllege is accredited (and
only 34 per cent of the junior colleges in the area
served by North· Central Association are accreditedL
what does this mean?
'
(1) This means that additional funds needed for
more rapid development of the campus should be
II!&Bier to raise. Donors like to contribute to quality
education, and now that an unbiased authority classifies Southern's work in that class, it surely· will be
possible to encourage worthy support for the Col.ege.
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serving as pastor of First
Church, Harrisburg. · He
became f i r s t
president
of
Southern College when his
efforts to en·
list others for
the top place
failed •
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Arkansas Baptist Home for Children

Policies _and program

~£

the

Arkansas Baptist H~ for Children
THE ARKANSAS BAPTIST HOME FOR CHILDREN offers a comprehensive program of child care which will giv;e
services to certain groups of children who cannot remain in
the homes of parents or relatives. To meet the needs of these
childr en, the ARKANSAS BAPTIST HOME, FOR CHILDREN
has four types of programs: An institutional program, a foster home service, .an adoptive program, and a mother's aid
program. In fulfilling our obligation of meeting the needs of
children outside their own homes, the ARKANSAS BAPTIST Ho'ME FOR CHILDREN will make every effort,
through a study of the child, to determine the types of care
best suited. In adopting these policies, we should constantly ·
remind ourselves that the primary purpose of this Home is
to serve the best interests of the children who need its servjces.
ADMINISTRATIVE POLICIES.
I. Intake.
A. Application for services of the ARKANSAS BAP. TIST HOME FOR CHILDREN may be made by
the parents or by . individuals or agencies he,ving
legal custody of the child or children for whom
placement is requested. A mimster, . a doctor, or
any other interested party or agency may help the
parent in processing 't he application. When the applicatio.n is received, the following steps are fol1
lowed:
1. The department of social work services will be
asked to make a study of the family situation
and of the child or children for whom placement 1s requested. Parents, guardians, or other
legally responsible adults will be interviewed.
The social study will seek the answers to the following questions:
a. Why is placement requested?
b. Why cannot the present plan be continued?
c. , What is the cause or causes of the breakdown in the family ?
d. What are the needs of the child or children?
e. What are the resources within the family
for meeting the needs of the child or children'!'
f. What plan do the parents have for re-establishing the family?
g. Is placement being requested for · group
care, boat•ding care, or adoption?
2. A medical examination is required and the social worker may request interviews with teachers or other school personnel who are familiar
with the child's performance in school. Transcripts of school records will be requested.
Whenever deemed advisable, psychijltric .a nd
psychological testing will be done prior to a
decision of admission. A copy 'o f the birth certificate should be obtained.
3. In some cases, it is anticipated that a .c ourt will
give custody to the ARKANSAS BAPTIST
HOME FOR CHIJ.,DREN. This is to be done
through a dependent and neglected child hearing. The responsibility for obtaining~the court
order shall re:;~t with the person making
application. When a child· leaves t e HOME
p..ermanently, the court having jurisdiction will
be aske~ to transfer custody to appreyriate
per sons. A request should be made in court cases
asking for a certified copy of the · dependent
and neglected judgment.
4. The responsibility for the final decision regarding admission to ARKANSAS BAPTIST HOME
FOR CHILDREN rests with the Superintendent.

The criteria to be used in reaching this decision
fall into two major areas: The needs of · the
child, and the ability of the ARKANSAS BAPTIST HOME FOR CHILDREN to meet these
needs. The Superintendent will confer with the
social worker and with other staff members in
considering the application. In some instances,
the Spperintendent may .arrange for consultation with a medical doctor, a psychiatrist, or a
psychologist.
5. If the child is admitted to the ARKANSAS
BAPTIST HOME FOR CHILDREN, the department of social work services will have the
responsibility for preparing the child and his
family for placement. Whenever possiple this
preparation will include a pre-placement visit
by the child. The Superintendent will have the
responsibility f~r preparing the institutional
staff or the foster parents for the admission of
the ohild. There will be a pre-placement · staff
conference fox: every child accepted for group
care, at which time the social worker will present the problems and · needs of the child, and
plans will be worked out to facilitate his initial adjustment at the ARKANSAS BAPTIST
1
HOME FOR CHILDREN.
6. If the decision is made that the ARKANSAS
BAPTIST HOME FOR CHILDREN is unable
to meet the needs of the child for whom application has been made, every effort will be made
to effect a referral to an agency which may be
in position to help the child. ·
II. Institutional Program.
A. The institutional program gives group care to boys
and girls who are in need of; and can benefit from,
group living in a cottage. The goal of the ARKAN~
SAS BAPTIST HOME FOR CHILDREN is the
development of the whole child through providing
the opportunity for hi$ physical, social, spiritua·l
and emotional growth. Th~s goal is achieved
through campus . activities, through attending the
local churches and public schools, and through the
Ufle of other selected community or state resources. ,
We do not have specialized facilities to care for
children who are seriously retarded, emotionally disturbed, delinquent, or physically handicapped.
B. Services to Children in Group Care.
1. The goal of institutional care is that the child
shall return to the community, either to live
with his own family, in a foster home, .in an
adoptive' home, or in an independent living arrangement (for inst'ance, after he has finished
high school and left ~, the home).
2. A re-evaluation of our plan for a child will be
made at. regular intervals, at least every six
months.
3. In our group care program we will try to proyide, so far as is possible, normal family life.
Our cottages are complete or will be completed
with bedrooms, recreation rooms, livin~ rooms,
kitchen and dining rooms. The children will be
assigned tasks in the cottages according to their
ages and abilities.
4. In order to provide for the physical needs of the
children, wholesome meals will be planned and
each child will have a medical examination at
least once a year. Special medical attention
will be secured as needed.

ARKANSAS BAPTlST

5. "keligious training will be one of the major responsibilities of the HOME. Our children will be
a part of the church life of the communitY and
each child will attend a local Baptist church.
Transportation will be furnished by the HOME
for all the children to attend the l'eligious services of the church.
6. Planning for the child's leaving the HOME will
begin with admission- and will continue during
the entire time ·o f his stay. The social agency
(outside group) will carry the responsibility for
working with the family in preparation for
the return of the child.
7. The decision as to the readiness of the child to
ieave .the institution will rest with the department of social ·work services and the superintendent. The department of social work services
will have the responsibility for preparing '.the
child :for leaving the ARKANSAS BAPTIST
HOME FOR CHILDREN.
•
8. If a child is found to· require more specialized
care than we can give, the best possible alternate
plan will · be made. The child, his parents when
indicated, the community, will be appropriately
prepared for the change in plan.
9. When an individual or agency who has placed
the child in the HOME wishes to remove the
child from the HOME, they will complete an
application for dismissal, furnished them by the
HOME.
III. Foster Home· Program.
A. Many children who cannot continue to live in their
own homes, can find the greatest possible opportunity for growth and development by living as a
member of a substitute family. This type of care is
mandatory for children under school age. It is preferred for some older children whose personality and
past family relationship would make it possible for
th~m to adjust in such a home.
B. Selecton of Foster Homes. .
1. · NO· home shall be selected for foster care until
a thorough study of the home has been made by
the department of social work services and it
has officially been approved as a foster home by
the Superintendent.
2. In making the study of the prospective foster
home, the social worker will interview both parents, as well as other members of the household, and will make at least one visit to the
home prior to placement.
C. Criteria to be used in Evaluation of a Foster Home.
1. The members of the foster family shall, in the
opinion of the social worker, be responsible,
wholesome, emotionally &table people of good
character and reputation.
2. The foster parents shall have understanding of
child care and the problems of the child, and be
able to give the child the security and affection
be needs in order to live a normal and happy
life1 so far as is possible within 'the child's
limitations.
3. The foster family shall have an income adequate to maintain themselves without total de- 1
pendence on board payments received.
4. The foster family shall be composed of both a
father and mother, at least 25, and not over
55 years of age.
5. The foster mother should not be employed
outside the home.
6. It will be determined that all members of the
foster family are free from communicable disease, as certified by a physician, and in sufficiently good physical and mental health to
provide necessary care for the child.
7. Foster homes shall meet the standards of
health and safety, as recommended by the Child
Welfare Division of the State Department of
Public Welfare.

8. Foster parents shall be aetive memben of a
church.
9. Exceptions to the foregoing policies shall be
made only when deemed advisable by the Superintendent and the department of aocial work
services. Reasons for the exceptions shall be
recorded in the case files.
D. Agency and Fopter Home Responsibilities and Relationships.
1. The social worker shall have regular interviews
with the foster parents and children in
the office, or at the foster home, as the circumstances demand.
2. Visits by the child's parents or relatives shall
be arranged only by the administrative staff
of the ARKANSAS BAPTIST HOME FOR
CHILDREN.
3. , The foster parents shall not Telease the child
to another person without the consent of the
ARKANSAS BAPTIST . HOME FOR CHILDREN.
4. The ARKANSAS BAPTIST HOME FOR CHILDREN may pay foster parents a sum up to
$35.00 per child per month boarded and, in
addition, will furnish clothes and pay for me4ical care if necessary. Other needs not listed
here will also be furnished by the HOME.
5.. Ttie foster parents shall contact the ARKAN1SAS BAPTIST HOME FOR CHILDREN if the
child becomes ill or ts injured. In case the
HOME cannot be contacted, the foster parents are expected to secure ~he necessary medical care.
6. The foster parents shall make possible the
participation of the child in the social, educational and religious life of the community.
7. When a decision has been made to move a
child from a foster home into a more permanent situation, it shall be the responsibility of
the foster parents to cooperate with the ARKANSAS BAPTIST HOME FOR CHILDREN
in_ preparing the child for the move and in
helping him to accept the move.
E. Area Served.
1. The area in Arkansas to be served by the
ARKANSAS BAPTIST HOME FOR CHILDREN in the foster care program shall be determined by the Board of Trustees.
2. In no case shall a foster home be used which
is more than approximately one hundred miles
from Monticello, Arkansas.
·IV. Adoption Program.
A. Each child has an inherent need to be a cherished
member of a family. For the child permanently
separa·t ed from hit own family, adoption is to
be considered only after it has been determined
that he is legally available for adoption, that it
is not possible for'him to receive minimum care,
love and acceptance in his own family, and that
he has the capacity )o relate to. new parents.
B. The Child.
1. No child shall be placed for adoption until he
has been declared a dependent and · neglected
child, parental rights .have been terminated
permanently, and the ARKANSAS BAPTIST
HOME FOR CHILDREN has been given the
right to place the child for adoption by a court
of compet_e nt jurisdiction.
2. A child will be placed for adoption only after
reasonable efforts have been made to rehabilitate his own family.
,
3. A pre-adoptive study of the child will be
made to determine his physical; emotional, mental, and social potential for adjustment.
4.' In order to determine the type of adoptive
home· best suited for the child, pertinent information regarding the child's parental background will be obtained. This information will
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include age, nationality, religion, education,
than six months or more than twelve months fol
work history, health history and physical aplowing placement of the child.
pearance of the father and · mother of the
B. There shall be at least four interviews with t
child.
adoptive- parents during the .probationary peri
6. Birth and developmental history of the child
between . the time the child is placed in the hom
to be placed will be secured, including a record
and the time the petition is filed.
of any illnesses and habits or behavior difficul·C. The adoptive parents and the ARKANSAS BAP
ties.
.
TIST HOME FOR CHILDREN agree that th
6. Birth registration of the child will be certichild may be removed at the discretion of eithe
fied.
at any time before the filing of the petition.
1
7. Most of the children available for. adoption
D. The adoptive parents ag~e not to remove the chil
through the ARKANSAS BAPTIST HOME FOR
from the state before fin~l completion of the adop
·CHILDREN will be school age children, or .
tive proceeding which is pending.
members of a family group to be · placed toE. Reimbursement shall be made to the HOME b
gether.
the adoptive parents. It shall be based on legall
reimbprsable items of expenditure bY. the HOME
C. Study Qf Adoptive Home.
on behalf of the child such as cost of board, main1. Before placing a child for adoption, a study
tenance arid medical tare.
of the adoptive home shall be made by the department of social work services. This study
F. A complete .physical examination will be given
the child prior to his placement in an adoptiv
will include at least l the following activities: '
a. Interviews with the adoptive applicants,
home. This expense will ~ be taken care of by the
both together and separately, as well asadoptive parents.
with other members of the household. .
VI. Mother's Aid Program.
b. At least one ·visit to the home prior to
A. The mother's aid program is designed to give fiplacement..
nancial assistance to deserving mothers. so as to
c. The decision to approve or reject an applicaallow them to keep their children with them in
tion to adopt will be made by the departtheir own, homes. The ARKANSAS BAPTIST
ment of social work services and the Super· HOME FOR CHILDREN is authorized to pay up
int~ndent. In arriving at a decision, the
_to thirty dollars ($30.00) per month per child to
Superintendent and the social worker shall
the mother of the . children.
'
abide by the general policies approved by
B.
·
Who
is
Qualified.
.
_
the Board of Trustees.
1. Only the natural mother of .the child is eligible
2. The adoptve applicants shall be told at the.
to receive benefits from this program.
.
time of application the approximate time when
2.
Only
mothers
whose
primary
problem
is
one
of
the study will be made.
financial distress may qualify. (If a person
D. Criteria for Evaluating the Adot~tive Home.
has multiple problems where fil)ancial assist1. So far as can be determined, the adoptive parance ·alone would not serve the child's needs
ents shall be emotionally stable, mature peo- .
best, the mother will be encouraged to seek
ple, and all members of the household shall
alternative 11ervices for the child)1• ·
be of good reputation and constitute a har3. The person seeking assistance will be recommonio~s family group.
mended to the ARKANSAS BAPTIST HOME
2. All ' members of the adoptive family shall .be
FOR CHILDREN by .her pastor before her
free from all communicable disease, as certiapplication will be considered.
fied by a licensed physician.
,
c:
Advantages
of the Mother's Aid Program.
3. The economic circumstances of the adoptive
This program enables the mother to keep her child
family shall ·be such that they can reasonably
at home with .her, assuring the child of love, af~
be expected to support and educate a child unfection, security,. etc., that only a loving mother
til he reaches adulthood.
can give. This program meets the chVds needs
4. The age of prospective adoptive parents is one
much better than any other prolfl'am, allows ·l!pace
of the factors to be considered in relation to
for another child in the institution, and is less
the age and needs of the child tQ be placed.
costly than giving a child institutional care.
There is an age that is considered to be the
D. Supervision.
natural child-bearing age. This would tend to
Supervision of this program will be the responsiput an upper age limit on prospective parents
bility of the Department of Social Work Services.
interested in adopting infants. The same prhiPrior to approval of request for assistance the sociple should apply in the cases of couples wantcial worker will make at least one visit into the
ing to adopt older children. The trying years of
home in need. He will talk with everyone he can
adolescence present unnecessarily difficult
contact who knows of the family's needs. If the
problems when the parents are, for example, 65
person J;equesting assistance bas been in contact
years of \age.
with other agencies seeking help in the past, the
5. Adoptive parents shall have been married for
social worker will seek information from these
at least three years at the time of application.
agencies. Before approval or disapproval is made,
6. Adoptive parents shall be active church memthe social worker will have ·made every .e ffort to
bers. The interests of the child will be the
determine the eligibility of the applicant. Perioddetermining factor in making decisions regarding adoption.
ic visits will be-inade by the social worker into the
home of the redp'ient 1,\nd monthly reports will be
7. Adoptive applicants desiring to adopt children
made by the mother to the ARKANSAS BAPunder two are required to furnish a statement
TIST HOME FOR CHILDREN.
'
from a qualified physician certifying to their
ability or ina·b ility to have children.
VII. Other services will be added to the program when the
8. In placing children under two, priority will be
board of trustees feel they are necessary. Our aim
given to childless couples. .
will be to keep abreast of modern child care methods
and techniques so as. to best fulfill our obligation of
V. Agreeme~ts with Adoptive Parents.
meeting the needs of children whom we serve.
A. The adoptive parents agree to file an adoption pe-,
Adopted by The Arkansas Baptist Home for Children
tition in a court of competent jurisdiction at a
Board of Trustees,
time agreed on with the ARKANSAS BAPTIST
HOME FOR CHILDREN, such time to be not less
March 12, 1961

OUACHITA COLLEGE

Soci

Science· Division

the most active diita College is the
Social Science. With
Iitical meetings, hiserences, and workdivision headed by Dr.
Riley always has plenty, of
the fire.
. of this zeal can be traced
hat the division believes is its
respons•ibility, that of acaainting people with the responsibilities of citizenship.
In addition to its cultural presentation, the division provides trainmg in pre-professional and preYOCational work such as law, government work; social work, a:rid in
the preparation of teachers in the
social studies. Some 16 Ouachita
students are presently doing practice teaching in social studies.
Not only is the division interested in teaching social skills and in
making citizens world conscious,
but it strives to prepare Baptist
young people for positions of denominational leadership in the
tecnnique of social interaction.
The curriculum of the division
has just been streamlined, · with
new courses added which cover all ·

regions of the world. These include
the history of Russia, the Middle
East, the . Far East, and Latin
America. Other courses such as
"Constitutional Law" and "International Relations..- have been tail. ored for their usefulness in the
modern world. Sociology· courses
such as "D~ting and Courtship"
and "Marriage and the Family" have been extremely ·p opular
and have helped prepare students
for the future. The division also
offers a full range of courses .leading to a Master of Arts in American Civilization.

TV lab provided

Dean Storey of the Southern Method~st University Law School, Winthrop Rockefeller, Sen. J. William
Fulbright, and Gov. Orval Faubus.
Outstanding workshops are held
each summer. This year's workshop is scheduled for June 10-14.
It .will feature Dr. Samuel McCutch~on, chairman of the div-ision
of social science 6f New York Uni,.
versity, a:nd ,Dr. James Calderwood,
professor of economics at the University of Southern California.
The division sponsors both a
Young Democrats and a Young Republicans club, with the district
Young Democrats meeting on the
campus March 17. Two graduates
who have served as state presidents
of these organizations are Bill
Moore of the Young Democrats and
Mike H~ckaby of the Young Republicans.

Television laboratory facilities
have now been set up so th:at stu- Graduates do well
dents may see and discuss speGraduates ~rom the division are
cial events pro~rams. Likewise,
courses in the division are supple- doing well in advanced university
mented by library research, wi_th work. Don Wood, a 1962 graduthe library holdings · in social ate, has been granted a full
science listed by Dr. Riley as be- scholarship for the remammg
three years at Cornell University
ing extremely good.
Numerous field trips are taken School of Law. Dr. Riley recently
to such places as the state legisla- received a letter from the Baylor
tur.e, while the division brings to · University Division of Arts and
the· campus a number of resource Science concerning another 1962
people who are distinguished in political science graduate: "If you
their field. Recent visitors include have any more like Johnny Jackson, send them .Qn."
Bill Richardson, a candidatE!' for
a degree in political science in May,
has been given a full scholarship to
Vanderbilt University, while Afif
Srouji will work toward a Ph.D.
at the Johns Hopkins graduate
school of international relations.
Dr. -Riley believes . the present
staff is the strongest ever. Dr.
Gerald Forbes, head of the department of history, is assisted by Dr.
Riley, Jesse Nutt, Ronald Hayworth, Guy Nelson, and Everett
Slavens.

D1·. Bob C. Riley (left) chats with pne of the personages brought
to the Ouachita .campus by the Division of Social Science, Coach Fmnk

Broyles of the University of Arkansas.
APRIL 18, 1963

Dr. Riley he.ads the political science department and is assisted by
Slavens and Hayworth. Randolph
Quick, chairman of the sociology
department, will return next fall
after being away during the
spring ·a nd summer terms to work
on a doctorate at Indiana University. Mrs. Herman Sandford is replacing him.
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Tiger Day at Ouachita draws 1,200
TIGER Day drew 1,200 visitors to the Ouachita
Baptist College campus in sunny Arkadelphia Marc
22.
Activities included classroom visits, a variet~
show, films, a band concert, a picnic lunch, scholarship interviews, a track me,et, and other recreational
activities such as hqrseback riding.
i
The annual event was highlighted by an ROTC
parade, followed by the crowning of the Tiger Da~
Queen, Miss Bettye Spears of Pine Bluff. The 22
Queen contestants were escorted by members of the
Pershing Rifles.
Informal tours of the campus were conducted bYi
Ouachita students.

,

.

Each visitor was given the oppor,t unity to have his picture taken
in fr.ont of .the tangible symbol of
Ouachita spirit-the Tiger. These
complimentary photos were later
mailed to each visitor.

(Upper right)
Visiting one of the modern
chemistry labs in Hamilton Moses
Science Building was but one of
the numerov-s activities.

Lunch .time in the sunshine p'rovided a friendly
atmosphere.
Pa e Twe
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Miss Bettye Spears, dau,ghte1·
of, Mrs. Helen Spears of Pine
Bhtf!, is crowned Tiger Day QueeJt
by D1., Ralph A". Phelps, h.,
Ouachita president. On the left is
Miss Peggy Smith of Clarksville,
second runnet·-up. On the right
is Miss A-nita Anthony of Murfreesboro, first -runner-up.
----~-------.-RKANSA.........'"_,~...__

ABH Graduales.Feel They're Well-Prepared
Sixteen of the 40 recent 'graduates of
the past two years of th~ School of
Nursing are nO.w · working at Baptist
Hospital, a questionnaire survey· revealed.
All of the 40 except one felt that
they .were as ,w ell prepared t o function
in their positions as graduates of other
diploma schools and several considet.ed themselves better prepared. Three
are continuing their education.
One of the graduates, Peggy Lassiter
Hinchey C61), now works at the Providence Hospi~l in Anchorage, Alaska,
and' lives at 1372 Richardson Vista
Drive in .Anchorage. Others are scattered throughout the •Country.
Those remaining at Baptist are:
Patsy Flanigan William of 3805 Cedar,
North Little Rock ; Gaye Bachus of.
820 West 20th Street, North Little
Rock; Marilyn Hutson Combee, 2006
West 12th Street; Jennie Fortner Duggar of 716 Wolfe; Charlene Henslee of
1615 West 12th Street; Sandra Lilly
Ward of 4215 West 8th Street; Nola ·
Morton of 1,615 West 12th .Street;
Frances Fortner of 704 West 36th
Street; William Albri:tten of 1301 Mart in; Judith Brigance of 1204 Denison;
Patsy Mack of 1521 West 11th Street;
Jean Travis Smith of 1117 Summit;
Irene Slayden of 410 Rose; Reba Gray
of 1521 West 11th Street; Kay Heims
Sayles of 415 Pearl; and Rowan Chancellor 6f 1521 West 11th Street.
Others working in Little Rock are:
Barbara Bright of 5506 A, Veterans
Administration Hospital; Doris Shockley of 2103 Wolfe, VA Hospital; Jim
O'Lee Newton Arrington of 902 West
33rd, doctors'· ' clinic; Kay Banks .of
2516 South High Street, VA Hospital;
Julia Powell Meek ·of 800 Jefferson,
Medical Center; Sue Cheek Glover of
104 Riverside. Missouri-Pacific Hospital; Dell ChriSty, State Board of
Health.
,
Working at Memorial Hospital in
North Little Rock are: Mary Jane Tedford of · 508 Missouri Highway; Patsy
Stevenson, same address; Cat'olvn
Weaver, 623 West 35th Street, North
Little Rock.
Others answering the question"'aire
were: Patsy Smith of Warreh, head

nurse at Bradley County Memo-r ial
Hospital; ·Glenda Mayes Shourd, 11923
Pantheon · St., Norwalk, Calif., head
nurse on pediatrics in Studebaker
Hospital; Kathem Standfield Taylor o1
Warren; Chado:tte Duke Chapman of
318 East Fifth Street, Russellville,
nurse for doctors' office; Patricia Duncan Berry, 98 South Duncan, Fayetteville, VA Hospital; Linda Vail Halbert.
24 Belmar, Lawton, Okla., Memorial
Hospital; Gail Fry Presley, St. Bernard
Hospital, . Jonesboro; A:nita Hellman
Bedell, 202 North Oakley, Fordyce,
Dallas County Hospital; Donna Womble Burns, 1103 Poplar, Pine Bluff,
Jefferson, County Memorial Hospital;
Sherry Brown Young, 55' Grandview,
Stuttgart, Memorial Hospital; Rachel
Boren, 913 Brown, Little Rock, Conway
Memorial Hospital; and Barba.ra Teer
Carter of 4202 Throckmorton, Dallas,
Tex., Maxfield Hospital.

Arkansas Baptist Hospital
ASSNA Workshop
The Arkansas State Student Nurses
Association Workshop was h'E!ld in Fort
Smith Friday, March 29th. The theme
for the workshop is "Knowledge
Through Participation." Carol Kelly,
as State President presided over the
workshop,
Miss Lolly Prather, President of
Student Association went with Miss
Kelly. Speaker for the d~y wd~ Miss
Jeanette White, State Student· Nurse
of , the Year. The program included
buzz sessions, question and answer
periods, a film, "So Others May Live,"
and introduction of ASSNA's candidates for the National Convention.

TO SPEAK ON MISSILES
An officer from the Little Rock Air

Force Base will talk on the Titan II
missile installations near Searcy at
7:30 p.m. .April 29 at the ABH Alumnae
Association meeting. Mrs. Betty Newby is president.

Firsl Capping Held lit Hew Chapel
Dr. Curry Bradburn, chief of the
ABH Medical Staff, addressed the
class group of 33 students who received their caps at a special ceremony in
Rudisill Memorial Chapel at 7:30
:March 22. This was the first capping
service to be held in the new chapel.
Caps were awa:rded by Mrs.1Mildred
Armour, Miss ·Louise Lynch, Mrs. Hettie Jewett and Miss Kay Weldon. Miss
;Elva Holland led the Florence Nightingale Pledge. Others on the program
were: Rosemary W'a tkins, Mrs. Margaret Honea, J. A. Gilbreath, Miss
Juanita Straubie and a trio composed
of Doris Brown,. Pat Blankenship and
Carole- Cummings.
Claudette Owen is president of the

Class and other officers are: Judy
Lacy, vice president; Lorett a Reynolds, ·secretary ; and J o Ann Campbell,
treasurer.
Other members of the newly capped
class are: Nancy Baier, Modenia B,J,assingame, Rennie Bowen, Judy Browne,
Nola Caudle, Linda Kay Clement, L'in;
da Ann Cook, Joyce Cox, Patricia
Cummins, Linda Dunn, Carolyn Ferguson, Billie Candy, Rebecca Goodwin,
Wanda Huffman; Hannah Hyatt, Avanelle Jones, Sandra Kincheloe, Gay
Liles, Betty Jane McHenry, Peggy McKeller, Dorothea Nutter, Ginger Pate,
Sharon· Pearrow, Nancy Taylor, Linda
Tucker, Carolyn Turner, Wanda Twidwell, Bobbie .Watson and Faith White.

Students receIved

PARENTS' COURSE
The next -class for expectant r>".rents
will·begin May 6 at ABH and will continue for' three weeks. The classes are
held from 7 to 9 p .m. Mond'l.y and
Thursday in the School of NursinP".
Mrs. Betty Newby and Mrs. Pat Cook
are instructors.

their caps at the first
capping service to be
held
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SELL RECIPE CARDS
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Kay Weldon.

cards and post

cards are being sold by the ABH Auxiliary for $1 a box as a fund-raisin.;

)R'Oject. The post cards are available
in four different designs and . both
cards and the recipe cards make unusual small gifts. Mrs. John Shoemaker and Mrs. Elrnest Ward are in
charge of the project.
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Many Ca~eer Opporlunili_es In Bospil·al
If you are interested in hospital
work, but don't want to become a
doctor or nurse, should you forget
about it and look elsewhere for job
opportunities?
Definitely not, according to Administrator J. 'A. Gilbreath who compiled
statistics on the 18 related fields in
which Baptist Hospital people serve.
True, nursing service does make up
the largest percentage of the total with
398 full-time and 28 part-time employees. ·The house staff also includes
20 people. But this is only part of
the total picture which includes 746
full-time and 67 part-time employees.
The administrative department itself, for instance, .employs 56 fulltime and 6 part-time people. Meals
are an important part of patient care
and the dietary department has 58
lull-time and 19 part-time people to
keep the trays coming three times a
day.
There is a great deal more to be .
done in the modern hospital than just
nursing. The laboratory employs 26
full-time and six part-time people,
x-ray 22 full-time an4 2 part-time
persons and physical therapy six people. Medical records, another important service, keeps eight full-time
and 1 part-time person.
_
When things go wrong, the maintenance department ~s always the first
to know and 26 people plus 10 extra
employees keep the wheels turning in
this department. Housekeeping has
46 employees to keep the halls shining, the linen room five and the laundry 31.
.
Here are some other assorted services: library, one full-time and two
part-time; pastoral care, three; nursing education 20 full-time and three
part-time; purchasing, five; elevator
operator four.
Under administration are lumped a
variety of job opportunities including
hostess, data processing clerk, auditor,
cashier, switchboard operator and information clerk.
The Hospital also employs 52· nonhospital personnel in the cafeteria, the
Medical Arts Building, the . Medical
Arts Drug Store., the Day Nursery, the
parking lot and for the BSU.
The grand total of. all Hospital employees: 798 full-time and 70 part-

time. They draw $2,422,257 in salaries
each year, $201,185 per month and
$6,730 per day.

SKATING PARTY
A skating party for the students and
faculty of Baptist was ' held at Troy's
Rollerdrome from 4:30 to· 7 P.M. March
7. Several members of the Faculty
were there with their families.

These Are ABH's Mosl Common Illnesses
The 16 most common diagnoses at ease, require a . 10-day stay · -for the
Baptist Hospital were listed recently patient but at slightly less cost: $309.12.
with length · of stay, average charge
Other common diagnoses are: senile
per day -and average cost per stay.
cataract, upper respiration infection,
The most .expensive hospital stay- gastroenteritis, ,chronic cholecystitis,
because it is the longest-is for hyper- chronic bronchi~is, acute cystitis; intensive cardiovascular disease with an guinal hernia, ·arteriosclerotic heart
average of 10 days costing $378.04. The disease, diabetes mellitus, anxiety re.;
highest cost per day is for a duodenal action (a· nine-day · stay. at a cost of
ulcer, but sinca the average stay is $260.64) pregnancy (a four-day stay
only three days, at an average cost at a cost of $167.78) and chronic tonof $46.97 per day, the total is only . sillitis (the cheapest of all-a two-day
$14Q.91. Hemorrhoids, like heart dis- stay at a cost of $72.16) .

Mrs. :roleel Makes Pillows, Poodles,
And Olher Gills
Mrs. Stella Poteet works in . the day- Poteet likes to crochet too and occatime as a food supervisor in the dietary . sionally makes decorated pillow cases.
department but she creates decorative She recalled one set she made for a
gift items in her spare time.
kitchen employee who wanted to give
"I live alone and it gives me some- them to a friend who was getting mar·
thing to do," ·said Mrs. Poteet who ried.
doesn't believe in being idle. Near
"I asked her later how the friend
Christmas time she made 100 smocked liked them and she said she didn't
pillows out of taffeta, satin and ging- give them to the friend-she liked
ham and she has made 300 in all dur- them so well that she put them on
ing ihe last two years. The pillows are her own .guest bed," Mrs. Poteet said.
stuffed with shredded foam · rubber
Mrs. Poteet's daughter, Mrs. Ruth
and are in all shapes and sizes.
who is speech teacher at
"I always make them to order be.:. Grimmett,
North Little Rock High School, used
cause people always have· in mind just to
depend on her mother to make the
what they want," she said.
gifts which she gave. This
Mrs. Poteet also makes po.cdles out Christmas'
year, however, she decided to make
of cleaning bag plastic covers (which her
own and knitted 18 sweaters.
are cut into long strips and shirred
Poteet said friends in Fordyce,
Mrs.
into pompoms) pipe cleaners and coat
hangers. Another specialty is a nylon her former home, started her on her
and lace Kleenex box cover. Mrs. handwork projects.

Major Collier to Talk
On Civil War Topic
Maj. _ Calvin L. Collier, USAF, re. tired, will speak to the School of Nursing at Student Hour, April 25 in recognition of National Library Week. His
subject will be an 'interesting phase of
the Civil War.
Author of two books on Arkansas'
part in the conflict, "They'll do to Tie
To", and "First In, Last Out", Maj.
Collier is an authority on the War. ,
The above-mentioned books were presented to the ABH Library, ·and will ·
be accepted by Miss Elva Holland, Director of the School of Nursing at the
meeting. Maj. Collier is now public relations director of Arkansas Children~s
Hospital.
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Mrs. Stella Poteet displays some of the many Items which' she whips up In spare time
home, Including plastic animals, decorative pillows · and lace.edged pillow slips.

ARKANSAS BAP

C~apel

Dedication

BSO Means ·Much
To Nursing Sludenls

A group of students gathered with offlclala from the Baptist headqua rters during dedication of the new chapel In the Student Union Building· last month. From left are: Marie
M cDonald, Betty Daniels, Miss Mary Hudson, state YWA director; II· A. Whitlow, state Baptiat
Stat e Convention Executive Secretary; Tom Logue, BSU director; Carol Giffin and Ethel
Dickerson.

Hew Food Syslem lnslalled al ABH
The $55,000 food service sY;stem went
into operation April 2 after maintenance department men worked through
the night making the transition from
the old system to the new. ·
The new system includes 22 Unitray
carts and a mobile ass~mbly line which
rolls the trays along a-; they are filled.
The food car:ts are divided with hot

and cold sections so that half the tray
is kept hot -a nd half cold.
·
The changeover involved extensive
rewiring in the kitchen a.rea and then
a quick replacing of the old food loading area with the new automatic system. New coffee urns were also purchased as part of the new system.·

The Baptist Student Union at Arkansas Baptist Hospital has • doubled
· it membership since it was founded
in 1943 under the direction of Mrs.
Elma Cobb, the first director. More
important, however, is what it has
meant in the lives of individual students.
One of them, Betty Daniels, de.scribed it this way:
"It is prayer in the chill of the
early morning, asking God to guide
me through the day. It is a retreat by
a lake, made passible because someone
worked in my place. It is trust in the
Father, boundless hope for the future
and the consciousness of doing the will
of God. .~-It is a constant and everdeepening loyalty to my church and its
_ program. It is the eternal quest to
help others and finding in God the.
strength to meet the added obligations
of each new task. It is the Apostle
Paul saying. 'I live, yet not l but
Christ liveth in me.' But it is more
than all this, it is Christ himself."

ADMISSIONS CLERK
Mrs. Edith Anderson, ~ho formerly
worked part-time in the personnel office is now working full-time in the
admissions office. She 'replac.es Miss
Rosan Leubker.

Unusual World Program
Planned for Luncheon
An Around the World program will
be presented for Baptist Hospital
Auxiliary volunteers at their annual
luncheon to be held April 18 at the
new Holiday Inn in North ,Little Rock.
Mrs. Helen Reynolds, director of
volunteers, is planning the ·luncheon
as the' Hospital's way of showing appreciation for the volunteers' service.
Ray Wilson, president of the ABH
Board of Trustees, will speak.
The international theme will be carried out with a German brass band,
composed of J. A. Gilbreath, Hardy
Winb~rn. Jr., Joe Gunn, Bill Blair, Dr.
Harold Langston and Dr. Joe ·Scruggs;
an Oriental number · done by Mrs.
Phillip Snodgrass accompanied by Mrs.
Howard Jensen; a Scottish dance by
Bev. Donald Stephens accompanied by·
Melvin Ballard; a Latin American
Jledley by Bethel Kirk; a quartet of
ricans, Gilbreath, Leffel Gentry.
~eldon Taylor and Glenn Burton; and
hers by Glenn Blagg. . Steve Garwill be master of ceremonies.
APRIL 18, 1963

Miss Faye McReynolds and Mias Billie War d, two nurses, examine the new Unltray food
cart which keeps foods at their right temperature all the way from the kitchen to the patient's
bedside.
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Insight

Baptist beliefs

A matter of

teen~age

marriages

THE ONE MEDIATOR
By HERSCHEL H. HOBBS

BY FOY VA.LENTINE,
ExECUTIVE SECRETARY
CHRISTIAN LIFE
COMMISSION OF THE
SOUTHERN BAPTIST
CONVENTION

President, Southern Baptist Convention
First ~aptist Ch!Jrch, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

THE word "Mediator" (tnesites) appears six times in the New
Testament (Gal. 3:19-20; I Tim.
THROUGHOUT the Western 2:5.; .Heb. 8:6; 9:15; 12:24) ~ It
world the marriage age has been
dropping · sharply for the ,past appear.s,..· in the ' Old Testame~t .
twenty years. 'In the U. S. today (Septuagint) ( one time as "dayshalf of all the girls who ever will man" or umpire (Job. 9 :33). In
get married do so while they are Hebrews 6.:17 the verb :(_orm is renstill in their teens. In 1960 one dered "confirmed" or in.tet:posed
bride in seven was 17 years of age (mesi~euo) . The root word for
or younger. Marriage authorities
in the United States, in Russia these two forms is mesos. All
and in Europe are agreed that th~ three are found frequently -in the
inajor problem now botheriiig papyri.
them is these teen..:age marriages.
Mesos means "middle." MesiSuch marriages, however, must tos may be rendered "the one in·
not be thought of as evil in· them- the middle" or the "mediaoor." .
selves. The marriage experts are This latter word is used of Moses
not O'{>posed to teen-age marriages as the "mediator" of the law·.
or early marriages as such. They (Gal. 3 :19-20). In Hebrews it
are opposed to the marriage of im- speaks of Christ as the "mediamature persons manifestly unpre- tor" of the new· covenant (8 :6;
pare~ for the responsibilities of 9:15; 12:24).
home and family life. Dr. David
In classical, Greek mesites .reR. Mace, Executive Director of
ferred
to an "arbiter" or one who .
the American Association of Marsettled
a difference between two
riage qounselors, says that there
are three "panic motivations" appearing singly or in combination
in most of these premature marriages: , One, the gifl is pregnant; ing which is now going on. Let us
two, the young people.are unhappy as parents provide happy, wellin their parehtal homes and want rounded ·homes from which our
. to escape; and three, they enjoy teen-agers will not want to flee .
"grown-up" privileges in other Let us make a conscious, studied
areas of life and see no reason effort in the home, in the church,
why they should be deprived of and in th~ school to help these
the "grown-up" privilege of mar- young people to prepare themselves for marriage. Let us comriage.
municate this understanding to all
Such marriages naturally do the young people in our society.
.
.
not work out well. A wholesome
It
is
the
bonds
of
holy
matrihappy relationship to last a life~
time could not conceivably · be - mony that the Bible speaks of ·
built on such shoddy foundations. when it says, "For this cause shall
a man leave father and mother
Tht:; current tide df immature and cleave unto his wife·; and .
marriages can be reversed. Let us they twain shall .be one flesh.'~
as parents, teachers, and responsi- Marriage is far too wonderful and
ble citizens call a halt to the pre- sacred a relationship to be enmaturely, ridiculously earl~ dat- tered frivolously or taken lightly.
~,
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people, thereby effecting a reconciliation. The office· was also common in Roman life. It was sometimes used of one who .went bail
for another, guaranteed his debt,
or was his surety for money borrowed from a bank. In matters of
reconciliation the "m e d i a t o r"
must perfectly represent both partjes, an~ do all within his power
to effect a reconciliation.
It is in this light that we can
best understand I Timothy 2:5.
Literally it reads, "For one God;
also one mediator [mesites] ()/
God and of men, a man Christ
Jesus." Sin separated between God
and men. Hence the need for a
"mediator" to effect a reconciliation. The English versions (A.V.,
A.S.V., R.S.V.) read "one mediator between God . apd men , . ."
It suggests three persons: God,
man, Jesus. But the Gr(lek reads,
". , . one mediator of God and
of men •.. " (author's italics).
Jesus is .. the "~ediator" who par.:.
takes of the nature of both God
and man. Thus in Christ Jesus
who is truly God and truly Man
both God and man meet in reconcili'ation (cf. II ~or. 5 :_19-21)_.

Jesus is "God with us" (Matt.
1 :23~ offering reconciliation. He
completely identified Himself witn
Irian, apart from sin (Heb. 4 :1~
16). In His sinless life He fulfilled
the demands of God's holiness.
Knowing no sin, yet He .became
sin for us (II Cor. 5 :21). In Hi
vicarious death He "gave himsel
a ransom for all ..." (I Ti
2 :6). Thus in Christ Jesus, th
"one mediator of God and o
men," is effected a reconciliatioa
God offers it by grace ; man
ceives it through. faith in HU.
who partakes of the nature
both God and man ..
ARKANSAS BA
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Like silken birds

Four

fee~

BY THELMA CARTER
WHEREVER flowering plants grow
we find butterflies, brightly colored as
jewels. There are no more beautifally
colored creatures in our wondrous world.
By the thousands, butterflies are found
in most continents 1 of t he earth. They
cannot live .in -the earth areas close to
the North Pole and the South Pole.
Although butterfiies are·found within the
Arctic Circle, they have neyer been
found in Iceland.
In tropical countries, especially South
Amertca and Africa, some butterflies
are so big that they look like silken,
rainbow-colored birds.
'
When the weather is warm, butterflies emerge from their cocoon, or chrysalis stage. Some already in their adult
form have spent the winter days hidden
in sheltered nooks, hollow trees, and
logs. Now they find their way into the
sunlight, seeking food and drink.
"The Lord is good to all: and his
~nder me~cies are over all his works"
~ (Psalm 145:9). The Creator planned his
wondrous natural world so that fra- ·
• grant, brightly colored flowers might
catch the eyes of insects. This is true of
butterflies and moths.
·
When butterflies see colored blossoms,
they know there will · be food, mainly
nectar. In the warm sunshine, most
flower petals spread out and make a
platform for buterflies to light on.
Strangely, butterflies visit many of
the same flowers as 'bees. The -fact t hat
they have longer tongues than bees helps
them get the most nectar from ·s aucershaped and tube-shaped flowers. Such
flowers· are honeysuckle, petunias, jasmine, hollyhocks, and four-o'clocks.
Some of the most beautiful butterflies, part icularly the huge, bright, yellow monarch butterflies, prefer the nectar of wild flowers. Milkweed, brambles,
and thistles are among their f avorites.
Naturalists tell us there are · more
than eighty thousand known species of
butterflies in the world.

eight and a half
I

BY

JACK GRIMES

THEY hurtle across plains and valleys.
'They twist and turn, fighting rugged
terrain. They plunge boldly into the
gaping jaws of man-made tunnelll and
. on through otherwise impassable mountains. Modern diesel locomotives follow
the maze of steel ribbons which . crisscross our country and the rest of the
habitable world.
Along sparkling seashores ther cross
magnificent causeways and bridges,
whi(,!h are engineering triumphs. · They
go thr ough verdant fields of produce
and br eathtakingly beautiful forests.
Probing into the hearts of noisy cities
and into sleepy villages, the silvery rails
guide bulging boxcars which contain the
lifeblood of the nation.

tance between the wheels of an old Wells
Fargo stagecoach or ·a covered wagon.
Chances are it will be four feet eight
and a half inches.
. Why four feet eight and a half inches .?
Astounding as it may seem, it all began
in ancient Rome. A leading chai:iot-maker
brought out a new model whose wheel
tread spaced our now familiar four feet
eight and a half inches. This width became popular; and other up-to-date chariot-makers followed his· measurement.
Soon the ruts in the dirt roads all
over the Roman Empire were four feet
eight and a half inches wide. From that
time on, all makers of rolling vehicles
had to set their wheels to fit the ruts.

'Many are t he companies who own the

locomotives, freight cars, and passenger
cars. An Illinois Central tank car may
roll across Texas behind a Union Pacific
engine. A flatcar owned by New ' York
Central may end up in California.

Later when flanges were first put on
stagecoaches and rails laid for these
·h orse-drawn vehicles to rol~ upon, the
track had to be that same four feet
eight and a half inches. By then, this
had become standard gauge, and it remains that ~day.

Regardless of ownership, the cars roll
freely from one side of 'the continent
to· the other. They can do this because
all rails are spaced exactly four feet
eight and a half. inches apart.

How could a Roman chariot-maker
know his simple act of spacing a chariot's wheels would over the cet1turies so
effect those who were to come after
him?

From production lines all over the
country, roll a constant deluge of new
automobiles. They may have engines in
the rear or engines in' the front. They
are red, black, and every color of the
rainbow. Some ·h ave bucket seats, others
power seats. Some have · thirteen-inch
wheels; some have fifteen-inch wheels,
yet mos't of these cars track exactly
four f~et eight and a half inches.

We should live with the knowledge
that what we do, for good or evil, may
not pass with us. It ·m ay remain as a
b}essing or a curs~ for future generations. .

Visit a museum and measure the dis-

This was Jesus' message in the Sermon on t)le Mount. "Let yo,u r light so
shin~ before men; that they may see
your good works, . and glorify your
Father which is in heaven" (Matthew
5:16).

Books other than letters

2

BY CARL

5

H. ·ZWINOK

All but six of the twenty-seven books of the New
Testament are epi&tles. These books ' were letters sending greetings and messages from the apostles to Christians in other countries. The names of the six New
Testament books which were not written as letters can
be put into the boxes.
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Sunday School

Lesson-----~-------------

Psalms in worshfp and Ufe
BY DOYLE L. LUMPKIN, PASTOR

First Church, Lavaca
I

ship of sinners when he has fellowship
with God and His Word.
The Blessings of God are made sure:

II. BY RIGHT WORSHIP OF GOD
AND THE RIGHT~ STANDARD OF LIVING. Psalm 15:
1-5

- The Psalmist asks a soul searching
question "What are the qualities of . a
true worshipper? What makes one. acScripture Psalms 1, 15
ceptable unto God?" The right observance of worship here is the prelude to
that eternal worship of God in the hereTHIS lesson begins a unit of study of' the better life: Here a principle is after.
The Psalmist presents the positive and
from the Psalms. The Psalms are ex- noted. Wi-th the Psalmist, there is a love
pressive of the many ' facets of human and concern for the "Word'' of the Lord. negative aspects of the true moral,charexperience,
because There should· be a constant searching, acter. From the positive aspect the eththey. . p 1 u m b the knowing · and ' meditating on the scrip- ical life is marked by a . good lifedepths of our fail- ture by not only the Psalmist, but mod- "walketh uprightly,'' and by good works
as shown by the word "righteousness"
ures, but they also ern day Christians.
lift to great heights.
. The suggestion of Psalms 1 :la and 3 which means straightness. Truth which
The Psalms stud- is that of a continuous bles"ing. He will . has found lodging in the heart is maniied in this lesson em- 'be continuously happy-"blessed"-and fested by the character of one's life.
phasize the blessings shall experience continuous nourishment Thus the true worshipper is pres·~~ted
of a Godly life as like a "-tree planted by the river," wl:iose as a man of integrity, a man of justice,
contrasted with the waters nourish the roots of the tree. The and a man of truthfulness.
There are negative tests which must
ungodly life. The righteous life is undergirded · by useethical standard for fulness and beauty, because of the "fruit be passed also. The lips of the good man
living is set before in his season," and "his leaf shall not are so guarded that no untruth · is perMR. LUMPKIN
us for our considera- wither." The righteous life will always mitted to pass, and slander is not cir_tion.
express itself by fruit produced, and the culated because a neighbor's reputation
God's blessings are made sure:
beauty of daily living in the Lord which is worth protecting. This characteristic
will always be a blessing to all man- is not as prevalent in our generation as
kind. Storms and winds may come, -but it ought to be. Man has an ethical value
I. BY RIGHTEOUS LIVING.
with roots deep, the righteous remain as w:ell las a moral value. We, by our
Psalm 1:1-6
stable because of their faith. We note very actions, reveal the worth of man
verse 6 that God approves the way in the ·way we treat our fellowman.
in
The Psalmist uses the word "blessed"
Could we learn from this lesson that the
which Jesus used later in the Sermon ott of the Godly, therefore He disapproves value
of people is determined by moral
the Mount. The word means happ~. Cer- the way of the ungodly.
r
acter
and attributes · rather thari
cha.
The
Psalmist•
in
his
emphasis
upon
tainly the person who is in the Lord
·
is happy in that relationship, and happy the Godly life draws a con·trast with man-made standards?'
Another attribute of the true worto do the things which would be of spir- the ungodly. Th,e character and fate of
this group is presented, because one shipper of God is that his ~erso~al
itual benefit and uplift to himself.
This Psalm describes the ideal man: must choose; one must accept God and · behaviour is beyond reproach. His word
his character, his -influence, his conduct His Word, or the group known as the and promise are sacred, even if it proves·
costly. He will not profit through a
and his destiny. Do you recall that Je- "wicked and scorners."
Withou-t God there is no cimtw to neighbor's misfortune. To hil,ll ·justice
sus in the Sermon on the Mount also
life, and no security in life. Character, is of more value and meaning than mondeals ~with these same characteristics?
The character of a man can be de- conduct, and destiny are all wrong. Thus ey. Bri'bery is not permitted at the
termined ·by what he refuses to do as the Psalmist describes a person without expense of justice.
He has a reverence for God. "Fear"
much as by what he does. The require- God. He is like "chaff" without roots
ments of the happy life are noted in the or stability, blown and tossed about. means respect, awe, or worsbip. Belife of the Godly man. He does not fol- Chaff is used as a reference to that cause of this man owes the highest allow the course of . the life of the un- which is weak ansi worthless. The scat- legiance unto God. If one were to try
godly. The "wicked" has reference to tering of chaff by the wind is a com- to summarize the requij'ements, they
those who experience disharmony be- mon figure in the Old Testament for would seem to include fullhearted devointegrity in
tween themselves and God, and certain- sudden destruction of the wicked. A tion to God and complete
1
ly 'between themselves and their fellow- perso'n without God is without fruit and all of one's dealings with his fellowman.
man. Sin and wickedness are always freshness that bless mankind. They may The inner motives of man find outward
disruptive of the best. The righteous produce fruit which is bad, and thus expression in man's action.
'fhis type of person shall ever enjoy
d'o esn't participate in questionable face the condemnation of God. There is
groups or activities. He doesn't follow no vital inner life and 'strength to the the protection, help, assurance, and sethe same moral path. Neith!!r does he person who ridicules the things which curity of God. Inner character of the
highest ethical and moral standard will
participate with those who "scorn" are good, holy, and sacred.
things which are good, holy and sacred.
We learn from the Psalmist that the al'ways bring joy to the heart of God.
Those who are scorners exhibit a spirit Law of the Lord is the best rule of conA Little Rock church has thirty-.
' of proud self-sufficiency and thus a dis- duct, Even though the Lord knows His
three white half length choir robef!
regard for God ' and man. These are own by name, we must know them by
for adults available as a gift. IC
heading for judgment and no good can character, thus the necessity of · right
a church is interested in having
living. The righteous man has a standcome out of such an association.
these robes please contact the
One does not need the fellowship of ard far better than that presented by
church Music Department, Baptist
sinners when he has fellowship with God the ungodly, therefore wise is one who
Building Little Rock.
and His word. It is the Word of God that uses the right standards to live by.
gives the Godly person the aspiration Then too, one doesn't need the fellow-
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Sunday Training Addl·
School U nlon tlons

Alma. Kibler
Jlerryyille, Freeman Hts.
Bbtbevllle
First
Goanell
Camden
Buena Vista
Cullendale First
First
C....aett, First
Dumas, First

128
179

72
'90

742
844

281
187

61
234
696
662
886

40
446
172
234
94

El Dorado
812
Eut Main
827
First
.
88
NorthSide
Fort Smith
1041
First
488
Missions
788
Grand Ave.
34
Mission
245
Towson Ave.
235
Gentry, First
132
Grftn Forest, First
179
Gurdon, Beech St.
174
B&rrisburg, Calvary
310
Harrison, Eagle Hts.
448
Bot Springs, PRrk J>lace
,J..,bonvllle
104
Bayou Meto
129
Berea
686
First
136
Marshall Rd.
217
Second
looesboro
612
Central
272
Nettleton
IUDpland, Flr:st
' 69
212
La•aea, First
Lschvme: New Providence 161
LMtle Rock
1112
Phst
39
White Rock
1:108
bamanuel ·
32
Ken
248
.ao.edale
426
JloGehee, First
Qapel
77
186
llartled Tree, First
286
-tkello, Second ·
• orth Little Rock
Baring Cross
713
Southside
56
Bethany
192
Camp Robinson
66
Calvary
616
Gravel Ridge
176
833
Park Bill
S71nn Hills
298
388
l'lallott, First
244
~ Bluff, Centennial
. . . _ Springs, First
386
313
~!·First

c.a.lle Ave.

:nat

s--cl

-

'

voo.rt

A-Arkansans named foreign ~issionaries p9;
Arkansas Baptist Home ppZO·ZZ ; Arkansas Bap•
tlst Hospita1 pp26-27.
&-Baptist pot boils from bottom (letter) p4;
Books, blessing of (PS) p8; Bookshelf p7 ;
Boonevill')o South Side independent ch~Jreh p10.

3
3

116
239

C-Calvary Association p8; Children's Nook,
p29 ; Chu, Dr. Finley M. named OBC professor
p10; Cutlendale, First Church wins Sunda)l
School Board recognition p8 ; Current River
Association p8.

Sub-stitute
A BABY sardine, happily awiJDmiDc
in the ocean near hU mother, wu
frighten~d by a passing sabmariDe.
"Don't 'be afraid," the mother said.
"It's , only a can of people."
IF tbe world is getting smaller, why
do they keep raising postal rates!

D-Departments pp12·13.
800

zoo

5

277
93
92
52

2

74

122
117
143

2

F-Famll)l, democratic (CMH) p11; Fasting, virtue of (GL) p16; Fundamentalism, ease against
(letter) p4.
B-Hollls,
Forest p9.
L-~ibrarles

Perry

to

Rucjd · Mission,

Green

,
opened p10; Library Week, na-

tional, p2.

4

84
76
187
66

14
1

71

6

2

M- Missionary news p10.
N-North Pulaski Association plO.
0-0BC section pp28·24; OBC rift~ team topa
p8.

A

s~fety

measure

1

WELL, my dear," said the .businessman who had just married his secre-'
tary, "I must get someone to replace
you at the ' office."
"I've been thinking of that," replied
the bride. "My ·cousin is just leaving
school."
"What's her name?"
"John Henry Briggs," said the bride.
'

116
198
64

·1

S-Snyder, Byron to. Raynor Grove Church,
McCrory, p10 ; Soul lil>erty, ease for pp6-7.

~ccidents will happen
THE Sunday School teacher was describing how Lot's wife ' looked back
and turned into a pillar of salt.
Little Johnny was ·much interested.
"My mother looked back once, while she
was driving," he explained, "and-and ·
""7'she turn8d into a telephone pole!"

168

3

W-Willlr.ms, Dr. H •. E., tribute to a leader
pp18·19•

The customer's always right

158
108

1!3

P-Phelpa address. (letters) ' p4;
worBhip and ·life (SS) p30.

142
92
412
12
423
·zg

54

208
22
72
18
133
107
261
127
170
97
222
136

4

1
14

1
2

468

1G4

88
188

2

612
69
60

189
83
36

4

Psa1ms

In

R-Raelal problems (letter) p(; Real Bargains
(poem) p13 ; Revjvals, coming p8 ; Revival
statistics p10.

Key to listings: (BB) Baptist Beliefs: (BL 1
Beacon Lights of Baptist History: (CC) Counselor's Corner: (CMH) Courtship Marriage and the
·Home: (E) Editorial: (GL) Gleanings from Gre'ek
New Testament : ( PS) Personally Speaking : ( SS I
Sunday School lesson.

1

3

..._ Bv.ren

:nat

A Smile or Two

INDEX

AHendance Report

I

Llttl• ~~~t Hotomatlc ·
a.. Water Heater N•· a .

Will IUDDIY all the llot water
nttdtd fer BaDtl•trlll, Clluro'll
Kltollenl, Reat Roo!Wt, Heata · 450 GPH, 20" rlae In tiiiiDtPI•
ture. lntXDtMivt, · Wrlle fer ·
on water ·hllttra
free·
lind
BIDtlltriM,
MFG. CO, ,
·oranee, T•~•

A CLERK in a general store was
serving a ·customer. The manager was
at ·a desk some distance away, but he
overheard the clerk say, "No, madam,
we haven't had any for a long time."
"Oh, yes, we have," interrupted the
manager; "I will send to the warehouse
and have some brought over for you."
The lady went out laughing. The manager turned to the· clerk: "Never refuse
anything; always send for it."
"Well, you see," replied the clerk,
"she said to me, 'We haven't had any
rain lately.' "

Identification

A
lfurng

·chronrcle
of the
greatest
life
_

Charles 1. Allen's
THE LIFE OF CHRIST
Regular edition, $2.50
Deluxe gift edition, $3.95

Other favorites for home and church Uqrarles . •. .
TQE CHiuSTIAN IN BUSINESS; John E. Mitchell, Jr., $3.00
I QUOTE, Virginia. Ely, $5.95
.
I
1BE LORD'S PRAYER, Charles L. Allen, $2.00
BED ClllNA PRISONER, Sara Perkins, $2.50
1BE GOAL AND THE GLORY, ed., by Ted Simonson,
cloth, $2.95,
Publlshed by' Retiell
. paper, $1,00
ORDER FROM YOUR BAPTIST BOOK STORE

1963

.,

..

WHEN a pretty young lady presented a check at the bank window for
cashing, ihe teller examined it carefully and asked, "Can. you identify yourself?" .
·
Whereupon the young lady dipped
into her purse and pulled out a small
mirror. She glanced in ~t for a second
and then looked u:p and said, "Yps; its
me, a~l right!" I
(

Higher education
THE story is told that a Chinese,rttu:
dent who was attending one of our colleges was writing: b.aek to China, .telli¥
his fciends and relatives about American institutfl)ns.
He defined an American university as
follows: "An American university is a
vast athletic association here; however, some studies are ·maintained for
the benefit" of the feeble bodied.'•
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In the world of religion
. . • Albert Schweitzer, famed Protestant medical missionary in Lamfl.aft
Gabon, has declined an invitation to visit the United States this spring becaue 4'
his advanced age. He said: "These are my golden years. I am like a ripe fnait i.
the wind. I want to make certain that 1 spend my last days · at my hospital
Dr. Schweitzer was eighty-eight on .January 14.
'

Would end arms race
VATICAN ·CITY- Pope John XXIII
appealed last week for an end ' to the
arms race and for the United · Nations
to be given the structure and · means to
safeguard world peace.
In an encyclical titled "Pacem in Terris" (Peace on Earth), the pontiff called
for reductio!) of arms stockpiles, a ban
on nuclear weapons and a general 'agreement eventually on "progressive disarmament and an effective method of
control."
The Pope warned that the "conflagration" of war "may be set off by some
uncontrollable and unexpected chance."
He added:
"Even though the monstrous power '
of modern weapons· acts as a deterrent,
it is to be feared that the mere continu: •·
ance of nuclear tests, undertaken with
war in minq, will h·a ve fatal consequences for life on the earth."-(DP)

·Want gaming considered
HOT SPRINGS - The Hot Springs
Ministerial Alliance has adopted a resolution calling upon Gov. Faubus to consider "the matter of strengthening ~nd
enforcement of gambling laws" if he
calls a special sessjon of the legislature.
·
Rev. Joe Phillips, Jr,, associational secretary, said there was only one dissenting vote among the 22 me,nbers attending a , meeting of the association
last week.
'
The .resolution ·came after ministers
said they had heard the governor is
considering a special session to deal .
with State Police financin~.-(DP)

Phelps to speak
PLAINVIEW- President A. Hope
Owen of. Wayland College will be honored
by trustees, faculty and friends from
Texas, New Mexico and Oklahoma on
April 22 at the Fifth Annual Merit
Award Dinner, according to J. D. McPhaul, chairman of the Wayland Board
of Trustees, who witl be master of
ceremonies. Some 200 guests are expected to see trustees present the Merit
· Award Citation to Dr. Owen for his
outstanding service to Christian Education through his 1Q years as president.
Dr. Ralph Phelps, president of Ouacl\1ta College, will be guest speaker.

••. Japan will have itR first institution of higher -learning designed spec:irteally
to train public servants when the Japan International Christian University near
Tokyo opens its Graduate School of Public Administration April 25. Most of tile
university's support comes from fourteen major Protestant bodies in the UnitM
States and Canada through the Japan International Christ\an University Folllldation in New' York.
•.. Postmaster General J. Edward Day will speak at the dedication of the Cudinal Spellman Philatelic Museum at Regis' College, Weston, Mass., May 4. The m•seum will house the famous stamp collection of the Roman Catholic Archbishop
of New York, as we:ll as many other items of interest relating to the posta«e
stamps of the world.-The Survey Bulletin

Clemson race issue
CLEMSON, S.C. (BP)-Clemson Baptist Church here has asked fot· the resignation of Charles Webster, Jr., as Baptist Student Union dfrector at Clemson
Agricultur~l College.
The student director is elected by the
church/ which also pays his salary. Officials of South Carolina Baptist Convention said the position is under complete
supervision of the church, though the
convention gives an annual appropriation to the church for Baptist student
work.
Webster •said he w,as asked to resign
on account. of his "gesture of Christian
courtesy" to Harvey Gantt, first and
only Negro to enroll at Clemson, a state
college.

Gifts reach $4,726,751
NASHVILLE (BP) Cooperative
Program income for Southern Baptist
Convention agencies during the first
quarter of 1963 reached $4,726,751, a
gain of 1.86 per cent over first quarter,
1962.
This was reported here by Porter
Routh, treasurer of the SBC. He said
designated receipts for SBC work for
the same three months. totaled $9,930,060, up 9.31 per cent over first quarter,
1962.
March, 1963 receipts were $1,442,373
through the Cooperative Program and
$2,276,834 from designations. In both
cases, this was more than received in
March, 1962.
·

Japanese decisions
TOKYO (BP)-A total of nearly 1,6~0
decisions were made during a five-day
series of meetings here as the first phase
of th~ nation-wide Japan Baptist New
Life Movement. More than 1,000 of the
decisions came d1,lring the final Tokyo
meeting at the huge Korakeun Stadium
when Baker James Cauthen, executive
secretary of the Southern Baptist Foreign ~ission Board, preached to 10,000
Japanese.

BarneH iu..Y trial?
NEW ORLEANS -The U.· S. Supreme Court ·has been ask(\d to decide
if Gpv. Ross Barnett of Mississippi is
entit~ed to trial by jury in the ·criminal
contempt proceedings stemming from
his efforts to block the enrollment of a
Negro at . the University of Mississippi.
The 5th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
deadlocked 4-4 over the issue and asked
the Supreme Court to decide if the 64year-old governor could be tried by a
jury as he had asked.
"It is much les~ important, in the judicial scheme of things, tha~ Gov. Barnett should escape being fined or jai ed
for hill publicly demonstrated contemp·
of a valid order of this court . . tluln
that he should be denied the jury t~
which he has demanded," wrote Circuit
Judge Warren L. Jones of Jacksonville,
Fla.
Joining Jones in ruli~g for a ju17
trial were Circuit Judges Ben F. Cameron of Meridian, Miss.; Griffin Bell of Atlanta, and Walter P. Gewin of Tuscaloosa, Ala.-(DP)

,,

